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Abstract
Direct imaging of extrasolar planets is an important, but challenging, next step
in planetary science. Most planets identified to date have been detected indirectly —
not by emitted or reflected light but through the effect of the planet on the parent star.
For example, radial velocity techniques measure the doppler shift in the spectrum of the
star produced by the presence of a planet. Indirect techniques only probe about 15%
of the orbital parameter space of our solar system. Direct methods would probe new
parameter space, and the detected light can be analyzed spectroscopically, providing new
information about detected planets. High contrast adaptive optics systems, also known
as Extreme Adaptive Optics (ExAO), will require contrasts of between 10−6 and 10−7
at angles of 4 − 24 λ/D on an 8-m class telescope to image young Jupiter-like planets
still warm with the heat of formation. Contrast is defined as the intensity ratio of the
dark wings of the image, where a planet might be, to the bright core of the star. Such
instruments will be technically challenging, requiring high order adaptive optics with
> 2000 actuators and improved diffraction suppression. Contrast is ultimately limited
by residual static wavefront errors, so an extrasolar planet imager will require wavefront
control with an accuracy of better than 1 nm rms within the low- to mid-spatial frequency
range.
Laboratory demonstrations are critical to instrument development. The ExAO
iii
testbed at the Laboratory for Adaptive Optics was designed with low wavefront error
and precision optical metrology, which is used to explore contrast limits and develop
the technology needed for an extrasolar planet imager. A state-of-the-art, 1024-actuator
micro-electrical-mechanical-systems (MEMS) deformable mirror was installed and char-
acterized to provide active wavefront control and test this novel technology. I present
6.5×10−8 contrast measurements with a prolate shaped pupil and flat mirror demonstrat-
ing that the testbed can operate in the necessary contrast regime. Wavefront measure-
ments and simulations indicate that contrast is limited by wavefront error, not diffrac-
tion. I demonstrate feasibility of the MEMS deformable mirror for meeting the stringent
residual wavefront error requirements of an extrasolar planet imager with closed-loop
results of 0.54 nm rms within controllable spatial frequencies. Individual contributors
to final wavefront quality have been identified and characterized. I also present contrast
measurements of 2 × 10−7 made with the MEMS device and identify amplitude errors
as the limiting error source. Closed-loop performance and simulated far-field measure-
ments using a Kolmogorov phase plate to introduce atmosphere-like optical errors are
also presented.
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1Chapter 1
High-Contrast Imaging using
Adaptive Optics for Extrasolar
Planet Detection
1.1 Introduction
Looking up into the starry night sky it is hard not to wonder if out there among
the countless stars there is another world like our own—or maybe many, many worlds.
Beyond the sentimental questions of our place in the universe, other planets could help
us learn about the formation of planets, including our own. We could look for signs of life
and maybe learn about our own origins. The idea of an image of a planet like our own
around another sun is scientifically and emotionally captivating. It is also technically
challenging. The discovery of over 150 extrasolar planets [1] has opened a new era in
planetary science, one in which our theories of planetary formation must be based on
more than just our solar system. Detected planets have already lead to major revisions
2in planetary formation theories, and the desire to test new theories fuels the search for
more planets and more complete statistics [2]. To date, most planets have been detected
indirectly— not by emitted or reflected light but through the effect of the planet on the
parent star. For the most part, these planets do not look like Earth or even Jupiter. It
is clear, however, that the tools are rapidly developing and that the search is on.
The progression of planetary science relies on technical advances in astronom-
ical instrumentation. Indirect techniques have made great progress. This progress is
discussed in the next section. Although indirect techniques are complimentary to direct
detection, the information about a planet detected indirectly is limited. With direct
detection, light from the planet could be used spectroscopically to determine material
make up. For direct detection systems, the figure of merit is contrast. Contrast is de-
fined as the intensity ratio of the dark wings of the image, where a planet might be, to
the bright core of the star. How much contrast do we need? In our solar system the
Earth is over a billion times dimmer than the sun requiring contrasts of about 10−10 in
visible light [3]. In general, contrast is limited by wavefront error and diffraction (see
Chapter 2). Wavefront error can be introduced by optical errors in the telescope or
instrument and by the atmosphere (in ground-based systems). Adaptive optics systems
can correct this wavefront error. Diffraction is a fundamental limit of any imaging sys-
tem, but can be manipulated. High-contrast imaging with current systems is limited to
about 10−4 in the mid-IR. These six orders of magnitude represent a long way to go to
imaging Earth-like planets, but there will be a lot of interesting planetary science on
the way. Next-generation, ground-based, planet-imaging systems (first light in approxi-
mately 2010) will look for young Jupiter-like planets that are still glowing with the heat
of formation. This will require contrasts of between 10−6 and 10−7 [4] at IR wavelengths.
3Ground-based planet imagers represent a new type of adaptive optics instrumentation.
An Extreme Adaptive Optics (ExAO) system is designed specifically for high-contrast
applications instead of balancing the needs of many observation types like a more general
science instrument. That specialization makes the remaining two orders of magnitude
improvement in contrast feasible, although technology development is still required and
is the focus of the work presented here. Earth-like planets will most likely be imaged by
space-based systems, which can avoid atmospheric effects. It is important to note for all
of these techniques that the imaging or detection of a single planet, while exciting, is not
scientifically interesting. A survey of extrasolar planets is needed to really gain insight.
1.2 Indirect detection
As of June, 2006 173 planets were detected using indirect techniques [1]. By
far the most common technique is radial velocity, but other methods are starting to
yield results as well. I have briefly reviewed the indirect detection techniques and their
limitations in this section. An interesting discussion on the first 8 planets discovered
using indirect techniques and their impact on planetary formation theories can be found
in a paper by Marcy and Butler [5].
The most common indirect method is radial velocity or doppler detection [5].
This method relies on small perturbations in the velocity of the parent star caused by
the planet and favors large planets at close separations. This technique determines sep-
aration from the star and the approximate mass of the planet depending on its unknown
inclination. Most exciting about radial velocity is the large number of planets detected,
providing valuable statistics about the number of stars that might have planets. One
limitation is the time it takes to confirm a planet. In general the planet must make one
4full orbit around the parent star to confirm its existence. Planets, like Jupiter and Sat-
urn, with wider orbits (12 and 30 years respectively [6]) will take a long time to observe
with this method.
Astrometry is the oldest technique for indirect detection of extrasolar planets
but has not yielded any results [2]. It requires looking for small perturbations in the
position of a parent star [3]. It is difficult to know if the star has moved when there
is no obvious reference. Other astrophysical and instrumental noise sources can limit
measurements. One advantage of this method is that the mass determined is not related
to orbital inclination as in radial velocity methods. Ground-based astrometry is usually
done with an interferometer and could potentially find small (Earth-size) planets. An
excellent review of work in this area can be found in Sozzetti [2].
Photometric techniques break into two categories [3]: transit methods and mir-
colensing. In the first case the light of the star is slightly reduced by the transit of
the planet across the star. For this to work the planet must be aligned such that it
can be observed from Earth and the timing must be right as the transit will happen
rarely, and for only a short period of time. The signals for detection are quite small
leading to frequent false positives. Typically this method can detect planets that have
already been located with another technique, but may have more success in a space-based
observatory [7]. Once the planet is detected, it is possible to extract some spectroscopic
information about the planet from the data.
Gravitational lensing that is caused by a small point source, like a star, is known
as mircolensing. As another photometric technique, it can be employed on the same
instrumentation as transit searches. Microlensing occurs when the light from a source
star is deflected by a mass (usually another star) between the source and the observer.
5Lensing occurs in a predictable way, and perturbations from models can indicate the
presence of a planet [8]. The likelihood of an event is quite small, and millions of stars
must be constantly monitored to yield results. Four planets have been detected with this
method including the lowest-mass planet found to date [8]. Microlensing is particularly
sensitive in the 3-6 AU range for very small Earth-like planets. This technique can probe
an interesting parameter space for planets but is not conducive to follow up observations
because most of the planets detected will be difficult to image.
Figure 1.1: A plot of mass versus position of known planets from the California &
Carnegie Planet Search website [1]. The plus signs indicate planet detected indirectly
and are mostly larger planets with small radii. A few planets from our solar system are
shown for comparison [6].
With the planets that have already been detected, statistics about the number
and location of extrasolar planets are being compiled, but most of these planets are not
like Earth or Jupiter. The parameter space covered by the detected planets corresponds
to just 15% of our own solar system. The position and mass of the known planets
are shown in Fig. 1.1. The plus signs represent planets detected indirectly [1]. A few
6planets from our solar system are also plotted [6] to demonstrate that indirect detection
does not probe the parameter space of most of our solar system. It is clear that a
combination of many searching techniques will be needed to generate more complete
statistics about the number and location of extrasolar planets. Different techniques can
also yield different information about planets. Direct detection will be very valuable tool,
but indirect methods should not be abandoned. Working in tandem, indirect detections
will inform the design and use of future direct detection systems. Information about
the planets detected indirectly is limited and for many interesting types of planets these
techniques will take too long. Direct detection is the obvious next step in planetary
science instrumentation.
1.3 Current high-contrast astronomy
While new high-contrast imaging systems are being built, current high-contrast
astronomy is on-going at many observatories. For ground-based observation, adaptive
optics systems are critical and generally are coupled with instrumentation to attenuate
starlight. At the Keck telescope a coronagraph can be used with the adaptive optics
system [9]. Several systems, including one at the Very Large Telescope (VLT), also use
differential imagers, which take multiple simultaneous images at different wavelengths
and combine them to remove starlight while not attenuating light from the planet [10, 11].
Contrast is limited in current systems to approximately 10−4 at separations of about
0.5” [11]. While this level, as mentioned in Section 1.1, is not sufficient for imaging
Earth-like planets there are several observational strategies that can make use of it.
Astronomers can look for young, massive planets which are much brighter [9] or look at
much wider angles where contrast improves [12]. Null results, while not as exciting as
7imaging a planet, can still provide valuable information about upper limits to planet mass
and location, which informs future planet searches [13, 12]. Planets around much dimmer
brown dwarfs also do not require as much contrast. Space telescopes can also be used
for high-contrast astronomy. Starlight can be better attenuated through point spread
function (PSF) subtraction in these systems because of greater stability over ground-
based systems. Current space-based systems were not optimized for planet searches and
often suffer from residual scattered light. Space-based telescopes are also limited by
aperture size [14]. One major limitation of all current high-contrast work is the inability
to conduct a survey of many potential exoplanets. Imaging a single exoplanet, under
unusual circumstances, while exciting, is not as scientifically valuable as a larger survey,
such as is performed by indirect radial velocity searches.
1.4 Future extrasolar planet imaging
The performance limits of a ground-based exoplanet imager were first discussed
by Angel [15], but were optimized for only a handful of very bright stars and required
unproven wavefront sensor technology. A more practical approach, which eventually led
to a design study for a Keck instrument [16] and later to the Gemini Planet Imager
(GPI), was outlined by Macintosh et. al. [17]. This approach focused on improving
existing wavefront sensor (WFS) technology coupled with novel deformable mirror tech-
nology to conduct a survey of many potential planets. High-contrast systems will have
more actuators, faster update rates and less residual wavefront error than conventional
systems. The exact requirements for these areas depend on the science criteria of the
particular instrument.
GPI is an extrasolar planet imager for the 8-m Gemini South Telescope in
8Chile. It will undertake a survey of nearby stars (10-50 parsecs) looking for young,
Jupiter-like planets. This system will have contrasts of 10−6 to 10−8 over a region from
4 to 24 λ/D. At 1 µm this region corresponds to an angular separation of between
0.1” and 0.6”. GPI will operate at wavelengths of 1 to 2.5 µm. For comparison a
planet with an orbit of 5 AU (the orbit of Jupiter) at 50 parsecs would have an angular
separation of 0.1”. Nominally GPI will have over 2000 actuators (48 actuator across
the diameter) using a novel, deformable, micro-electrical-mechanical-systems (MEMS)
mirror. The spatially filtered Shack-Hartmann WFS will run at 2500 Hz. An apodized-
pupil Lyot coronagraph will be used for diffraction suppression. A secondary calibration
system will enable precision wavefront control, reducing residual wavefront errors to 1
nm rms. The science instrument will be an integral field unit (IFU), similar to the OH-
Suppressing Infra-Red Imaging Spectrograph (OSIRIS) [18]. An IFU allows imaging
at multiple wavelengths simultaneously, which is useful for identifying planets because
speckles produced by wavefront errors will scale differently with wavelength then images
of a planet. The spectral information can also be used to characterize planets. GPI is
scheduled for first light in 2010.
The Spectro-Polarimetric High-contrast Exoplanet Research (SPHERE) project
is building a ground-based giant exoplanet imager for the VLT located in Chile funded
by the European Southern Observatory [19]. It has similar goals [20] and technical
requirements [21, 22] to GPI and is also scheduled for first light in 2010.
Future, space-based missions for extrasolar planet detection will focus on Earth-
like planets in the habitable zone. This is the region around a star where the temperature
is right for liquid water [3]. (It depends on the temperature of the star as well as sepa-
ration distance.) Space missions are planned to spend part of their lifetimes looking for
9planets and the other part characterizing what they find. Compared to ground-based
missions, space-based missions will have much better contrast and much shorter operat-
ing lifetimes. Shorter lifetimes means a smaller list of potential planets. There are three
main missions under study with two distinct architectures. The Darwin project [23],
under study by the European Space Agency, and the Terrestrial Planet Finder Interfer-
ometer (TPF-I) [24], under study by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) with funding
from NASA, are formation flying interferometers. These spacecraft will be multiple tele-
scope spacecraft flying in formation with a combiner spacecraft that will interfere the
collected beams. Based on the principles of nulling interferometry, the beams will be
shifted and combined such that the starlight is destructively interfered while the planet
light is not. The two projects are collaborating on formation studies to minimize the
effect of thermal and scattered light. The Terrestrial Planet Finder Coronagraph (TPF-
C) has an architecture more similar to ground-based missions. It uses a telescope with
adaptive optics (for correcting optical errors—there are no atmospheric errors in space)
and a coronagraph for suppressing diffraction. Unlike a ground-based instrument, it
operates in the visible, has an elliptical primary mirror (due to launch constraints) and
will achieve contrasts of 10−10. All of these missions are planned for launch after first
light on the ground-based instruments mentioned above. More information can be found
about TPF at their website [25].
1.5 Summary of graduate work
Designing a next-generation high-contrast planet imager requires many techni-
cal advances. Laboratory testbed experiments are critical in understanding fundamental
limits and demonstrating feasibility. At the Laboratory for Adaptive Optics, I have
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worked on technology development for a giant planet imager. This work contributed
to the awarding of a contract with Gemini Observatory to build an instrument. On
this type of instrument there are many contributors, even over the more narrow area
of technology development. In this section I try to clarify what work on this project is
specifically my own.
I identified laboratory contrast limitations through experiments with a flat mir-
ror and shaped pupils on the testbed [26]. Using wavefront data from the phase shift-
ing diffraction interferometer, I simulated performance and compared to experimental
results. I compared the performance of prolate shaped pupils manufactured with litho-
graphic etching and machining.
I completed characterization of the micro-electrical-mechanical-systems (MEMS)
deformable mirror including unpowered flatness, number and type of irregular actuators
and stroke.
I ran closed-loop tests identifying and reducing error sources leading to flatten-
ing of < 1 nm rms wavefront error within controllable spatial frequencies, meeting the
precision flattening requirements of a giant extrasolar planet imager and demonstrating
the best MEMS deformable mirror performance to date.
I also completed contrast measurements with the MEMS, without additional
aberrations, again meeting the requirements for a planet imager. This involved charac-
terization of amplitude errors that limited contrast and reducing scattered light in the
focal plane.
I have completed preliminary demonstrations of flattening the wavefront with
additional Kolmogorov-like wavefront aberrations and simulations of far-field perfor-
mance with those abberations, demonstrating feasibility of the MEMS deformable mirror
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for more realistic tests leading to an instrument prototype.
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Chapter 2
Basic Principles
2.1 Introduction
High-contrast imaging, like that needed for imaging extrasolar planets from
the ground, is technically challenging. A common comparison is that looking for planets
around other stars is like looking for a firefly near a search light from 3000 miles away.
The planet is very close to the star, and the planet is much dimmer than the star.
In a perfect system, with no atmospheric distortion, starlight will still be scat-
tered into the region of interest (ROI) by the fundamental process of diffraction. For
example, a perfect telescope with a circular aperture (and no central obscuration) will
produce an image in the form of an Airy pattern (See Fig. 2.1). At 10 λ/D, the Airy
pattern will limit contrast to 10−4, and at more desirable angles of less than this, con-
trast is even worse. Diffraction is a fundamental limit to contrast. Any real system will
also have wavefront error, either introduced by the atmosphere or from the optics of the
system itself. These errors will also limit contrast.
When designing an astronomical instrument, it is important to quantify the
effect of error sources in order to make an error budget indicating the technical require-
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ments for achieving a desired scientific performance. An extrasolar planet imager can be
described as an imaging system, and the analytical tools of Fourier optics yield insight
into the fundamental limitations of high-contrast imaging.
2.2 Point spread function expansion
The point spread function (PSF) of an imaging system is the output of the
system (the image) for a point source input. It is also known as the impulse response.
In general for an image with small wavefront error (WFE), most of the light will be
concentrated in the core of the image. Off-axis values of the PSF will indicate limits
to contrast. The PSF can be calculated from the generalized pupil function: P (x, y) =
a(x, y)eiφ(x,y), where a(x, y) represents the real illuminated aperture function (a circle
for example) and φ(x, y) represents a real phase function (a combination of residual
atmospheric and systematic optical errors, for example). The electric field, E(X,Y ), in
the image plane is the Fourier transform of the pupil, where X and Y are the image
plane coordinates. The PSF is |E(X,Y )|2. Mathematically explicit expansions of the
PSF using the Taylor series can be found in several references [27–29]. Here I briefly
summarize the second order expansion of Sivaramakrishnan et. al. [27]. The function
eiφ(x,y) can be expanded using a Taylor series:
eiφ(x,y) = 1 + iφ− φ2/2 + · · · (2.1)
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Calculating the PSF using the above expansion, truncating second order terms:
PSF = AA∗
− i [A (A ⋆ Φ)∗ −A∗ (A ⋆ Φ)]
+ (A ⋆ Φ) (A ⋆ Φ)∗
−
1
2
[A (A ⋆ Φ ⋆ Φ)∗ +A∗ (A ⋆ Φ ⋆ Φ)]
(2.2)
where A,Φ are the Fourier transforms of a(x, y) and φ(x, y) respectively, ⋆ represents a
convolution and ∗ the complex conjugate [27]. Each of the terms in the PSF expansion
has physical significance.
The first term AA∗ represents the perfect PSF with no WFE. For example, a
circular aperture without WFE would return an Airy pattern in the image (See Fig. 2.1).
For high-contrast imaging, a PSF with a sharp drop off, as from an apodized aperture, is
more desirable. For example, a broad Gaussian aperture would produce a sharp Gaussian
image. A Gaussian, however, is not physical because its wings extend to infinity. An
aperture apodized with a Blackman function can suppress diffraction (See Fig. 2.1).
At first glance, the second term appears unphysical because it is imaginary.
This term, however, can be expressed as:
−i [A (A ⋆ Φ)∗ −A∗ (A ⋆ Φ)] = 2I [A (A ⋆ Φ)∗] (2.3)
where I indicates the imaginary part of the expression, making it a real antisymmet-
ric perturbation of the perfect PSF [27]. This term produces speckles ‘pinned’ to the
perfect aperture diffraction pattern. When a(x, y) is an apodized function, this term is
suppressed with the first term.
The third term in the PSF expansion is arguably the most important for a
ground-based planet imager. This term can be expressed as the power spectrum of AΦ
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Figure 2.1: Top: A circular aperture and no wavefront error produces an Airy pattern
in the image plane. Bottom: An apodized aperture such as a Blackman window has
diffraction suppressed in the image plane.
and indicates that WFE will introduce speckles into the PSF regardless of apodization.
In regions where diffraction is suppressed, WFE will ultimately limit contrast [27].
The final term is also dependent on the aperture function and will be suppressed
by an apodized pupil. At the origin (the center of the image) this term reduces to the
Mare´chal approximation which relates Strehl ratio, S, to phase variance, σ2φ [27]. At
high Strehl ratios, S ≃ 1−σ2φ. Strehl ratio is the amount of light in the core of an image,
and the light in the halo is roughly 1−S, or σ2φ. Assuming σ
2
φ = 1 nm rms and is evenly
distributed over a region of interest 48 λ/D wide, contrast will be approximately 10−8
at a wavelength of 1.5 µm.
The second and third terms of the PSF expansion can best be understood with
an example. Starting with a circular or apodized pupil and introducing a sinusoidal
phase error of a single frequency, two images are simulated (See Fig. 2.2). In the top
image with the circular aperture an Airy pattern is produced, but the rings are obvi-
ously distorted by the effect of the second ‘pinned’ speckle term. In the bottom image,
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Figure 2.2: Images produced with the circular aperture (top) and the apodized Blackman
aperture (bottom) and a sinusoidal phase error. The image without apodization shows
diffraction (the Airy pattern) and the pinned speckle term (the wavy distortion of the
Airy rings). In the bottom image diffraction is suppressed, but wavefront error still
introduces speckles in a position correlated to the spatial frequency of the input phase
error.
diffraction is suppressed by a Blackman apodized aperture, but the phase error still in-
troduces speckles in the image plane caused by the third term. These speckles are in
a position directly related to the spatial frequency of the sinusoidal phase error. This
example illustrates the importance of suppressing diffraction and controlling wavefront
error in high-contrast imaging. It also demonstrates the correspondence between spatial
frequency in the wavefront and speckle position in the image plane. High-frequency er-
rors will scatter to large angles making mid-frequency errors the most critical for a ROI
near the star.
2.3 Suppressing Diffraction
In astronomical instrumentation, diffraction is controlled with a coronagraph.
The original coronagraphs were designed to image the corona of the sun. As seen in
Fig. 2.1, a coronagraph can be as simple as an apodized pupil, but in practice, a number
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of factors must be considered in coronagraph selection. Manufacturability is critical—
many coronagraphs are designed before the technology to manufacture them is available.
Apodizations are limited both by the ability to replicate the design and the substrate
upon which the apodization is produced. Any errors in manufacturing could introduce
WFE, which may limit performance. A serious consideration in coronagraph design is
diffraction suppression versus throughput. The inner working distance (IWD), or how
close to the target star the ROI begins, is also a critical design feature as the IWD
has direct consequences on the science limits of an instrument. Certain coronagraphs
produce small, non-circularly symmetric ROIs which can limit performance. Telescope
geometry must be considered in coronagraph design. The terrestrial planet finder - coro-
nagraph (TPF-C) project, for example, will have an elliptical primary mirror, requiring
an elliptical coronagraph. In ground-based systems, the coronagraph must account for
the central obscuration and support structure.
2.3.1 Shaped pupils
In a laboratory setting, the requirements for a coronagraph are slightly different.
The size of the ROI, the throughput, and the IWD are not serious considerations. A
design which is simple to implement and simulate and does not introduce additional
WFE into the system is highly desirable. Shaped pupils are nearly ideal for laboratory
experiments. These binary masks can be machined or etched from a metal sheet and
inserted as the system aperture. Shaped pupils do not require a glass substrate so
additional WFE is not introduced, and they are inherently broadband. Edge quality can
be a problem and more complicated designs with small feature sizes can be difficult to
manufacture. Shaped pupils only suppress diffraction over a particular region, and in the
presence of large WFEs that region can be contaminated. Image formation convolves
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the aperture with WFE, causing a large speckle to take on the shape of the primary
PSF, effectively increasing its size and introducing diffraction into the ROI.
Shaped pupils are not new; Jacquinot and Dossier [30] provide a through de-
scription of early efforts with shaped pupils. Experimental tests with these early designs
produced limited results, probably as a result of WFE in the testing systems. Advances
in computing and manufacturing have allowed new designs and realizations of shaped
pupils. Kasdin et. al. [31, 32] have developed many new and sophisticated pupil designs,
including some elliptical ones for the elliptical geometry of TPF-C.
Basic, single-opening shaped pupils are based on typical apodization functions.
For example, a lineout through the Blackman aperture of Fig. 2.1 would trace the top
half of a Blackman shaped pupil. The Blackman function is composed of sines and
cosines making it easy to simulate. However, it is not the ideal apodization function.
The ideal function is a prolate spheroid function, developed by Slepian and Pollak in
1961 [33]. This function is calculated from an eigenvalue problem and provides the
Figure 2.3: The prolate shaped pupil and the resulting far-field image without wavefront
error. The x-shaped pattern is characteristic of the prolate shaped pupil.
points for the single opening prolate spheroid shaped pupil used on the ExAO testbed
for diffraction suppression (see Fig. 2.3). Pupils were manufactured using both machining
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and lithographic etching. I estimate the machined pupil to have an edge quality three
times worse than the lithographic pupil (see Fig. 2.4).
Figure 2.4: Microscope images of four shaped pupils used on the ExAO testbed. The
small white box in each represents 1 µm. The pupils made with lithographic etching
have better edge quality than the machined pupils. The original pupils were imaged
after being in use for several months and may have been damaged during that time,
indicating that shaped pupils should be stored with care.
One of the advantages of simple shaped pupils is the ease of simulating per-
formance. A simulated pupil can be generated and applied to a measured or simulated
wavefront measurement and Fourier transformed to simulate an image. For a single-
opening pupil, a simple, one dimensional Fourier transform can be used to simulate
on-axis performance in the absence of WFE [32]. Comparing the analytic model to the
two-dimensional simulation ensures that the simulated pupil is generated correctly. For
my simulations a 1024 by 1024 array was used, and to avoid pixelation errors, the edge
of the simulated mask uses the gray pixel approximation (GPA).
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2.3.2 Lyot Coronagraph
Shaped pupils work well in the laboratory, but the small ROI and problems
with the central obscuration make them unsuitable for ground-based instrumentation.
A more traditional approach, which produces a circularly symmetric ROI, is a Lyot
coronagraph. First developed by Lyot in 1939 [34], the coronagraph’s original use was
to image the corona of the sun, which is roughly a million times dimmer than the core.
Lyot recognized that blocking the light from the sun was not sufficient. A second ‘Lyot’
stop was required to suppress diffraction. He also noted the necessity of high-quality
optics to avoid scattered light caused by optical imperfections.
A modern Lyot coronagraph is basically the same as the original design. An
occulting spot blocks the on-axis light from the star while a secondary stop at the second
pupil plane blocks the halo caused by diffraction, enabling faint structure (or planets) to
be imaged. The size of each of the stops has to be optimized for the ROI and the geometry
of the imaging system. The use of adaptive optics greatly improves the performance of a
coronagraph by concentrating the starlight in a smaller core allowing a smaller occulting
spot and thus a smaller IWD.
An excellent description of a modern Lyot coronagraph working with adap-
tive optics is given by Sivaramakrishnan et. al. [35]. A one dimensional description of
coronagraphs details how the instrument works (See Fig. 2.5 from Sivaramakrishnan et.
al. [35]). Part a) in the diagram represents the aperture of the system, which is Fourier
transformed to produce part b), the image. The image is multiplied by c), the occulting
stop, producing d), the masked image. In this case, the occulting stop is Gaussian, but
a square function is more common because of manufacturing concerns. Fourier trans-
forming the masked image produces the second pupil image, e). The second pupil is
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Figure 2.5: One-dimensional coronagraph summary from Sivaramakrishnan et. al. [35],
with locations and electric field or stop profiles of (a) primary pupil for on-axis source,
(b) image before image plane stop, (c) image plane stop, (d) image after image plane
stop, (e) pupil before Lyot stop, ( f ) Lyot stop, (g) pupil after Lyot stop, and (h) final
on-axis image. In this example, 98% of the incident power is blocked by the coronagraph.
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multiplied by the Lyot stop, f), producing g). The Fourier transform of the masked
pupil is the final image, h), where most of the on-axis signal has been blocked.
Classical Lyot coronagraphs, as described above, will not perform well enough
for GPI. Instead, an Apodized Pupil Lyot Coronagraph (APLC) will be used [36]. In
this case, the pupil before the focal plane mask is apodized to improve throughput and
diffraction suppression by the coronagraph. The level of apodization required for this
application is not as difficult to achieve as it is for other types of apodized coronagraphs,
thus making it manufacturable with current technology for the desired wavelengths.
Space-based, high-contrast instruments are pursuing band-limited coronagraphs,
another type of Lyot coronagraph [37]. In a band-limited coronagraph, the Fourier trans-
form of the occulting spot has limited spatial frequency extent. The easiest example is a
square function, which is one over a small region and zero everywhere else. The occulting
spot that has this Fourier transform is a Sinc function [38]. A Sinc function along each
axis is two-dimensional band-limited mask because two band-limited functions multi-
plied together produce another band-limited function. These masks work well in visible
light [37] and are minimally sensitive to low-order WFE [38]. They are, however, diffi-
cult to manufacture for IR wavelengths which limits their usefulness for ground-based
applications.
2.4 Adaptive Optics for Wavefront Correction
Adaptive Optics (AO) provides dynamic, real-time correction of optical errors
for a wide variety of applications, including astronomical and biomedical imaging, high-
power laser systems, and laser communication systems. In all of these applications,
a dynamic optical error is introduced and must be compensated to achieve good per-
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formance. In ground-based astronomical imaging, most of the WFE is introduced by
the atmosphere. Uncorrected images are blurry with low resolution while corrected im-
ages have most of the light concentrated in a diffraction limited core. Many excellent
references exist on AO [39, 40]. A brief summary is provided here of important charac-
teristics of AO systems as related to extreme adaptive optics (ExAO) systems, which are
discussed in the next section.
Figure 2.6 is a typical schematic of an AO system provided by Claire Max [41].
There are three main components to an adaptive optics system. A wavefront sensor
Figure 2.6: Schematic of a basic AO system from the lecture notes of an AO course at
UCSC by Claire Max [41]. The distorted wavefront is corrected by the DM and the
resulting wavefront is split between the science instrument and the WFS. The WFS
provides feedback to the DM.
(WFS) is used to measure the optical aberration, then a wavefront reconstructor or con-
trol system is used to send commands to a deformable mirror (DM). The DM produces
an opposite wavefront that cancels the aberration of the incoming beam. The most com-
mon WFS technology is the Shack-Hartmann WFS. In this system, an array of lenslets
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in the pupil plane subdivides the aperture into subapertures. The position of the focal
spot of each lenslet is dependent on the local wavefront gradient over each subaperture.
A CCD array is used to measure the position of each spot, and that information can be
used to reconstruct the wavefront [39]. There are many other types of WFS, including
curvature systems [39], pyramid WFS [42] and interferometers of various types [39, 43].
Conventional DMs are made of a glass substrate with piezoelectric (PZT) or piezomag-
netic (PMN) actuators attached to the back, which deform the substrate when a voltage
is applied. The front surface of the substrate has a reflective coating. These systems
have actuator spacings on the order of millimeters and cost about $1000/acutator [41].
More recently, many new types of DMs have become available, including micro-electrical-
mechanical-systems (MEMS) (see Section 3.4), membrane deformable mirrors [44], and
liquid crystals [45]. These technologies promise more actuators with a smaller actuator
spacing for less money per channel and could revolutionize AO. Reconstruction is usually
performed with a vector-matrix multiplication, but new techniques using Fourier trans-
forms are critical for next generation systems [46]. The ExAO testbed can use the phase
shifting diffraction interferometer or a Shack-Hartmann as the WFS for controlling the
MEMS DM.
A common metric for AO system performance is Strehl ratio, defined as the
ratio of actual peak intensity in an image to peak intensity without WFE. There are a
number of system characteristics which determine AO performance, including number of
subapertures, update rate and calibration errors. An AO system with more subapertures
(i.e., more DM actuators) will have higher Strehl ratios and require brighter reference
stars. Atmospheric errors change rapidly, and quality of wavefront correction is depen-
dent on how well the AO system keeps up with those changes, or the bandwidth of the
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system. Internal calibration errors are critical for high-contrast AO systems. These errors
are caused by systematic optical errors, particularly non-common path errors between
the WFS and the science camera, and will limit AO performance.
2.5 Extreme Adaptive Optics
Extreme Adaptive Optics systems are optimized for high-contrast imaging.
These systems incorporate a coronagraph for diffraction suppression with high-actuator-
count, high-bandwidth AO systems for exceptional AO performance. ExAO systems will
achieve Strehl ratios of > 90%, but Strehl ratio, S, is not the critical metric for high-
contrast systems. The Strehl ratio represents how much light is concentrated into the
core of the image, which will be blocked by the coronagraph of an ExAO system. The
light that is not in the core, roughly 1− S, will be in the halo around the star and will
ultimately limit contrast [17]. A high Strehl ratio is critical for achieving high contrast
but not sufficient. In theory, an AO system can correct WFE out to a spatial frequency
directly related to the number of actuators across the aperture, producing a dark hole
region in the image where the halo is virtually nonexistant [47, 17]. In conventional AO
systems, the dark hole is not visible because intensity in the halo is limited by aliasing.
These are errors introduced by the AO system itself in an attempt to correct high-order
errors that the WFS incorrectly measures as low-order errors. ExAO systems will use
spatially filtered WFSs to avoid aliasing [29]. Another error source in conventional AO
imaging that must be reduced for high contrast are internal calibration errors. These
errors are problematic for high-contrast imaging because they will introduce speckles to
the dark hole region which will not average out over long exposures [27]. As mentioned
in Section 2.2, residual wavefront errors for an ExAO system operating in the near-IR
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must be less than 1 nm rms to achieve 10−8 contrast.
Figure 2.7 is a simulated PSF for an ExAO system designed for the Gemini
8-meter telescope named the Gemini Planet Imager (GPI) [48]. In this image, different
Figure 2.7: A simulated ExAO system PSF from Macintosh et. al. [48]. The dark circle
in the center is the starlight blocked by the coronagraph. The dark hole is the region
of the PSF that can be corrected by the DM without aliasing. Imperfect atmospheric
correction due to bandwidth error produces some scattered light in the dark region and
internal calibration and WFS errors will also produce speckles in that region. Outside
of the dark hole, errors are dominated by high-order atmospheric errors that cannot be
corrected by the ExAO system. A faint planet is visible in the upper right corner.
regions of the PSF are dominated by speckles produced by different types of wavefront
errors. The dark circle in the center is where the starlight is blocked by the occulting
stop of the coronagraph. Directly around this dark circle is scattered light caused by
bandwidth errors. Even though GPI will have an update rate about twice the rate of
current systems, bandwidth errors will still be a dominant error source. The square dark
hole region produced by the deformable mirror has a width n/2 in λ/D units, where n
is the number of actuators. Residual wavefront errors (such as calibration errors) will
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also introduce speckles to the dark hole region. Outside of the dark hole, the image
is dominated by high-order atmospheric errors that cannot be corrected by the ExAO
system. In this simulation a faint planet is visible in the right upper corner of the image.
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Chapter 3
The Extreme Adaptive Optics
Testbed
3.1 Introduction
The Laboratory for Adaptive Optics, located at the University of California,
Santa Cruz, is generously funded by the Gordon and Betty Moore foundation for the
development and testing of advanced adaptive optics technology for future astronomical
instrumentation [49]. Currently there are two main projects: extreme adaptive optics
(ExAO) for extrasolar planet imaging, and multi-conjugate adaptive optics for large next
generation telescopes. The ExAO testbed has focused on exploring the limitations of the
high-contrast regime and the development and testing of micro-electrical-mechanical-
systems (MEMS) deformable mirror (DM) technology. Future work (not included here)
will include component testing and assembly of the Gemini Planet Imager (GPI).
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3.2 Description
The ExAO testbed has two modes of operation: far-field imaging, and wave-
front measurement interferometry (phase shifting diffraction interferometer mode). The
far-field measurements directly measure the contrast of the system. Wavefront measure-
ments simulate far fields as a consistency check and provide optical metrology of the
system. Wavefront measurements are also used for closed-loop control of the MEMS
deformable mirror. The testbed was designed with high-quality optics to ensure that
end-to-end wavefront error (WFE) would be small (< 1.5 nm RMS). Initial high-contrast
measurements focused on measurement techniques and instrumentation without active
correction, in particular, suppressing diffraction, understanding the high-contrast regime
and developing experimental methods for high-contrast imaging (i.e., controlling scat-
tered light) [26]. After initial tests, a 1024-actuator MEMS deformable mirror, developed
by Boston Micromachines Corporation (BMC) [50], was installed for active wavefront
control.
Figure 3.1: Simplified schematic of the ExAO testbed [26]. The testbed has two modes of
operation: imaging and phase shifting diffraction interferometry (PSDI). In PSDI mode,
the interferometer is used for metrology and wavefront control. Far-field images can be
captured in imaging mode. The deformable mirror can be replaced with a fold mirror
for more basic tests (See Chap. 4).
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In interferometry mode, the testbed becomes an extremely accurate optical
metrology system. The phase shifting diffraction interferometer (PSDI) was developed
at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory for metrology of aspheric optics for use at
ultra-violet wavelengths [51]. In its original configuration the PSDI has an absolute
wavefront accuracy of 100 pm. In the experiment described here, I estimate WFE to be
200 pm. A probe (or measurement) wavefront is injected from the upper single-mode fiber
in Figure 3.1. This passes through the system and is focused onto a pinhole embedded
in a super-polished flat mirror (the reference pinhole). Meanwhile, a coherent reference
beam passes through the pinhole and interferes with the outgoing probe wavefront. The
interference pattern is recorded by a CCD located in an arbitrary location along the
optical axis. Using standard phase-shifting interferometer techniques, this produces a
measurement of the fringe pattern at this location, which can then be converted to a
measurement of phase and amplitude. This wavefront is then numerically propagated in
two steps to the plane of interest. More information on the PSDI is located in Section
3.3.
Wavefront measurements are used to control the MEMS during closed-loop
operations. The spatial resolution at the MEMS plane is limited by truncation effects due
to an aperture at the reference pinhole. The effective resolution in the MEMS plane is ∼
141µm or 41% of an actuator. For closed-loop operation, programs in the interactive data
language (IDL) are used to direct data acquisition (wavefront sensing with the PSDI),
to direct back propagation calculations and to command the MEMS device through
the MEMS driver. Before closed-loop operation, the alignment and voltage response of
the system must be calibrated. Alignment is done by activating four known actuators
on the MEMS and noting their position in a wavefront measurement. During voltage
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calibration, the response of each actuator is measured and fit with a quadratic. The
device is typically operated at a bias of 110 volts, and the calibration must be done with
the same bias level. The MEMS model assumes linear superposition. The MEMS is
controlled with 13-bit D/A conversion and amplification using a system developed by
Red Nun Electronics Company. The smallest voltage step allowed with these electronics
is 0.025 volts.
Figure 3.2: Unfolded layout of imaging mode. The system has a 10 mm aperture and
an f/# of ∼ f/250. The pupil is not conjugate to the MEMS, but the slowness of the
imaging beam mitigates the effects introduced by the separation.
During imaging mode the probe beam from the PSDI is used as the source. An
unfolded layout with distances is shown in Fig. 3.2. The laser source (532 nm) passes
through an optical fiber and a high quality lens. The beam then passes through a pupil
stop and reflects off the flat or a DM. The focal plane of the probe beam is located at
the reference pinhole, which is replaced with the far-field camera for imaging mode. The
far-field image is sampled at ∼ 5 times the Nyquist limit. High-contrast measurements
can be made directly in imaging mode when diffraction is suppressed. For diffraction
suppression, current work uses a prolate spheroid shaped pupil [31] (see Section 2.3.1),
which does not introduce phase errors into the system. A shaped pupil does not require
an additional pupil or focal plane, thus keeping the optical system components to a
minimum.
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3.3 Phase Shifting Diffraction Interferometer
The Phase Shifting Diffraction Interferometer (PSDI) was designed for real
time metrology for the manufacturing of aspheric mirrors needed for Extreme Ultraviolet
Lithography (EUVL) applications. This challenging application required metrology with
100 pm accuracy [51]. The PSDI is a proven optical metrology technology that can
provide the absolute wavefront accuracy needed for high-contrast imaging. Although the
PSDI is not a feasible solution for the final instrument because of its size and complexity,
it does provide a stable and accurate platform for component testing.
In this section, I provide a detailed description of the PSDI methodology as it
relates to the current set up. This review relies heavily on work done by Gary Sommar-
gren and Don Phillion.
3.3.1 Description
The layout of the ExAO testbed is shown in Fig. 3.1. As shown, the PSDI
front end feeds the measurement and reference legs of the system. The front end itself
is shown in Fig. 3.3 [52]. A doubled YAG 532-nm laser is the light source for the PSDI.
It has 2 watts of power, but before entering the ExAO testbed, a 90-10 split reduces the
power to approximately 200 mW. The laser was chosen for its short coherence length.
A coherence length of about 5 mm causes most secondary reflections in the system
(particularly from the beam cube and compound focusing lens) to be incoherent with
the main beam. These incoherent images can reduce contrast in the fringe measurement
but do not introduce errors into the phase. After entering the enclosure, the beamline is
polarized with a λ/2 wave plate. A polarizing beam cube divides the beam into reference
and measurement beams. The relative power of these is controlled with the wave plate.
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Figure 3.3: The front end of the phase shifting diffraction interferometer produces two
phase shifted coherent beams. The measurement (probe) beam is phase shifted and the
reference beam travels the delay path.
The PSDI is a zero-path difference interferometer so that while the measurement beam
traverses the testbed section of the system, the reference beam travels the delay leg to
account for the path difference. In practice, the delay leg is longer than the physical
distance covered by the measurement leg to account for the glass in the focusing lens.
Some PSDI configurations have a fiber delay leg which can significantly reduce the size
of the system. The measurement leg includes a PZT phase shifter. Both beams are
launched into single mode fiber optic cable. The wavefront quality before the fibers is
unimportant because the fibers act as spatial filters [53]. After the light is launched
into the fibers, polarization is changed with fiber polarizers. These polarizers compress
and twist the fiber to induce an index of refraction change along a particular axis, thus
changing polarization. When the beams are recombined later in the system they need
to have the same polarization in order to interfere. The measurement beam is launched
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from a bare fiber into the testbed system, effectively a 4 µm pinhole. It is brought to
a focus on the ultra-flat reflective surface of the pinhole aligner. The reference beam is
emitted from a 3 µm hole in the aligner. The focal spot of the measurement leg is 150 µm
so the small amount of light not reflected by the reference pinhole is not significant. Both
beams then propagate to the PSDI CCD where the phase and amplitude are calculated.
The phase at the CCD is calculated using a 12 bucket, π/4 phase step, least-
squares, phase-shifting interferometry algorithm. The redundancy of the 12 bucket pro-
cess makes the calculation more robust against errors like laser variability [52]. Unfor-
tunately, the phase in the CCD plane is not of interest. Most interferometers re-image
the pupil plane onto the CCD and those re-imaging optics introduce additional WFE.
To avoid these errors, the PSDI uses lensless imaging. Numerical back propagation is
performed using the ABCD matrix and a Huygens Integral Transformation. It is imple-
mented using fast fourier transforms in two steps: from the CCD to the focal plane, and
from the focal plane to the pupil plane [52]. In early tests, the paraxial approximation
was used, but it was not accurate enough [51].
Most interferometers produce a relative measurement of phase that is dependent
on the quality of the reference used. The reference beam of the PSDI is generated using
the fundamental process of diffraction and is so nearly perfect that the PSDI provides an
absolute measurement of wavefront error in the measurement beam. A λ-size aperture
produces a perfect spherical wave over a specific numerical aperture (NA). For example,
an aperture with diameter 2λ will produce a wavefront with λ/10, 000 wavefront quality
over a numerical aperture of 0.3 in the far-field [53], much larger than the NA required
for these experiments. In its original form, the PSDI was used to test aspheric focusing
optics, eliminating the need for the focusing lens and allowing the PSDI to measure
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only WFEs introduced by the test optic. In the current system the PSDI measures the
combined error of the flat or DM and the focusing lens. The focusing lens is a high-
quality optic with approximately 10-nm rms WFE over a 150-mm aperture. We are only
using a small portion in the center of the lens, and the flat or MEMS mirror will be a
much more significant source of WFE. With a flat mirror in place of the DM, the system
has a total rms WFE of less than 2 nm. Unlike a traditional adaptive optics system,
the absolute measurement of the PSDI also ensures that non-common path error is not
a problem.
3.3.2 Error in the PSDI
A rigorous compilation of the total WFE of the PSDI was presented in Som-
margren et. al. [51]. The largest source of error is the surface roughness of the reference
pinhole. In EUVL applications, 4 rotational averages were used to reduce this error to 50
pm. The next largest error source is caused by nonuniformities in the CCD pixel size and
position (30 and 60 pm respectively). The PSDI is sensitive to these errors because of
the numerical back propagation. Small misalignments in the system contribute a small
amount of WFE. Adding in quadrature (assuming that the error sources are uncorre-
lated) the total WFE of the PSDI is 89 pm. This level of wavefront measurement is not
required for current work, and the rotational averages are not used. Accounting for that,
but keeping other error sources the same, I estimate wavefront error to be ∼ 200 pm.
Measurement error can be dynamic if system components deform with time or
temperature. In particular, if the input measurement fiber is misaligned, there is phase
print through of the tilt fringes, and the error is much larger. At the end of each closed-
loop run, an additional measurement is taken without any change in the system and
used to calculate measurement error for that run. This measurement error is typically
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between 0.15-0.20 nm rms phase. System stability also affects measurement error and
is found to be 0.08 nm rms phase over a 38 minute period (See section 3.4.3). These
numbers correspond well with estimates based on Sommargren et. al.’s calculations.
3.3.3 Resolution of the PSDI
The error of the PSDI is not sufficient to characterize performance. PSDI
measurements are used to control the MEMS device making resolution of better than
half of one of the MEMS actuators (340 µm per actuator) highly desirable. Far-field
simulations are also generated from wavefront data and break down when not enough
spatial frequency information is available. Resolution was calculated analytically based
on the geometry of the system. Those calculations were confirmed by an experiment
using a resolution target and a numerical simulation [54]. The analytical calculations
for an earlier layout were presented by Sommargren in an internal memo [55]. Those
calculations are elaborated and applied to the final layout in this section.
For simplicity, these calculations are done with the MEMS plane as the pupil
plane, but the technique is the same if another plane is chosen. In part (a) of Fig. 3.4,
the unfolded layout is shown, and the necessary geometrical parameters are labeled. The
pupil has a radius of a = 5 mm, and is a distance s = 2180 mm from the focal plane
where the reference pinhole is located. The PSDI CCD is located a distance d = 815
mm from the focal plane. The total number of pixels in the CCD is n2, with n = 1024,
and the pixel size is p = 13 µm.
The most basic limitation to resolution is sampling. An aperture of radius h in
the focal plane can be treated as two point sources in a double slit experiment. One of the
sources is the reference beam emitted from the pinhole at the center of the focal plane.
The other is the light from the measurement beam being reflected by the super-polished
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Figure 3.4: Top: An unfolded diagram of the PSDI system with appropriate geometric
variables labeled. Middle: Diagram for calculating resolution without truncation of
spatial information at CCD. Bottom: Diagram for calculating resolution with some
truncation of spatial information.
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pinhole substrate. These two point sources will interfere, thus producing a fringe pattern
at the CCD. The separation of two maxima will be△x = dλ/h, where λ is the wavelength
of light. In order to meet the Nyquist condition, △x = 2p. Resolution is defined, using
the Rayleigh criterion, as R = 0.61λ/NA, where NA is the numerical aperture. We are
interested in the resolution at the aperture plane, and using the paraxial approximation,
NA = h/s, thus the resolution limited by sampling is R = 1.22ps/d. Based on the
geometrical values of the current set up, R = 42.4 µm. However, if we calculate the
corresponding size of the aperture at the focal plane, it has a radius h = dλ/2p = 16
mm. There is a physical aperture located at the reference pinhole of radius 5 mm.
Using this value, R = 0.61λs/h = 141.5 µm, indicating that resolution is not limited by
sampling. This new limit caused by truncation at the reference pinhole is still better
than half an actuator and sufficient for our needs.
It is also possible for truncation at the CCD to limit resolution. There are two
methods for calculating a limiting h value due to CCD truncation. In method one, all
of the spatial information is collected. Light diffracting from either edge of the aperture
will still make it onto the CCD. That case is illustrated in part (b) of Fig. 3.4. Two
similar triangles, one with base s+ d and one with base d, identify a relationship, which
can be solved for h,
h1 = np/2−
d(a+ np/2)
s+ d
.
Using this formula, we calculate a R = 203 µm with a corresponding h1 of 3.48 mm.
This smaller value of h indicates that resolution could be limited by truncation at the
CCD. However, in this case, requiring all spatial information to be collected is overly
stringent [55]. The calculated h1 value does provide insight into far-field simulations
made with the measured wavefronts of the PSDI. In the focal plane, 3.48 mm corresponds
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to a frequency of 3.0 mm−1. Far-field simulations with the MEMS plane as the pupil
plane will start to break down at ∼ 30λ/D.
In the second method for calculating h, only the diffracted light from one side
of the aperture is required to make it on to the CCD. Using similar triangles again,
h2 = np/2−
d(a− np/2)
s+ d
.
In the current set up, h = a, making this type of truncation a mathematical impossibility.
Resolution is not limited by truncation at the CCD; it is limited by the physical aperture
in the focal plane. The most obvious effect of this truncation is ringing in the wavefront
measurements.
3.4 MEMS deformable mirrors
Traditional, macroscopic DMs will not meet the technical requirements of many
new adaptive optic (AO) systems. For example, in high-contrast or high-resolution AO,
DMs with > 2000 actuators will be required [48], but currently, the largest commercially
available traditional DM has <1000 actuators. Traditional DM technology is scalable but
at a cost of approximately $1000/channel. These DMs are made by attaching macro-
scopic actuators to a thick glass facesheet with an actuator spacing on the order of
millimeters. A high-actuator-count device would be quite large, significantly increasing
the cost of the optical system. New applications for adaptive optics, such as ophthalmic
instrumentation, do not require a large number of actuators but are more feasible with
a smaller, less expensive deformable mirror than traditional technology can provide [56].
Future AO systems may also operate in open-loop control systems, and the hysteresis of
traditional mirrors will make this difficult.
MEMS DMs are a promising technology to meet the technical requirements
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of advanced AO systems. Batch processing techniques, such as those pioneered in the
integrated circuit industry, are used to produce many DMs at once, greatly reducing
the cost. Typically these devices are made with lithographic techniques, which layer
polysilicon with sacrificial phosphosilicate [50] glass layers to produce individually ad-
dressable actuators made of polysilicon using the mulit-user MEMS process (MUMPS)
or the Sandia Ultra-planar, Multi-level MEMS Technology (SUMMIT) process [57]. The
inter-actuator spacing is on the order of 100s of microns greatly reducing the size of a
typical DM, even one with a high actuator count. Each actuator is composed of two par-
allel plate electrodes separated by a dielectric (usually air). When a voltage is applied,
the two electrodes are compressed closer together. The upper electrode is supported by
springs, which provide the restoring force for the actuator [57]. Figure 3.5 is a diagram
of actuator components [58].
Figure 3.5: A diagram showing the components of a MEMS actuator [58]. Each actuator
is composed of two parallel plate electrodes separated by a dielectric (usually air). When
a voltage is applied, the two electrodes are compressed closer together. The upper
electrode is supported by springs, which provide the restoring force for the actuator.
The top surface of the MEMS is a continuous facesheet.
Traditional DMs are a more mature technology, but MEMS DMs are becoming
a more viable option as increased testing provides feedback to device development. While
MEMS DMs do not have hysteresis like traditional DM technologies, yield and actuator
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uniformity can be a problem. Driver technology for MEMS devices is also being tested
and contributes significantly to the cost of a MEMS system. In the future, MEMS will
use integrated circuit technology to solve the driver problem and reducing the cost from
$10/channel to $1/channel [56]. MEMS DMs are critical to GPI, and the testing I have
done indicates that using a MEMS DM for high-contrast imaging applications is feasible.
We have tested a total of ten 1024-actuator deformable MEMS mirrors fab-
ricated by BMC [50] from several different fabricating runs. While a future exoplanet
imager will require more actuators, the 1024 device is the largest commercially available
MEMS device. Characterization and performance testing of these devices have provided
feedback to the design and specification of the larger device. We have characterized
voltage response, actuator uniformity and device stability, as these characteristics will
affect closed loop performance. MEMS DM technology for ExAO applications are still
under development, but over these ten devices, we have seen a dramatic improvement
in unpowered flatness and yield, which will be crucial for the 4000 actuator device. The
1024 mirrors have 4 inactive actuators by design (they are wired to ground). The ac-
tuators are spaced 340 µm apart with a continuous face sheet as the top surface. Due
to residual manufacturing stress, the top surfaces of these devices have curvature. Early
devices had > 200 nm rms unpowered WFE, but more recent devices have had as little
as 50 nm rms unpowered WFE.
In general, defective actuators occur during the manufacturing process rather
than failing during operation. A combination of high humidity and high voltage can
produce oxidation in individual actuators which will eventually limit the performance
of those actuators [59]. To avoid humidity damage, the device can be sealed under a
glass window, or only operated in a controlled laboratory environment. An unpowered
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Figure 3.6: The 1024 actuator MEMS device made by Boston Micromachines Corpora-
tion, shown on the testbed with a penny for scale.
device is not damaged by high humidity, but if condensation occurs, the mirror must
be dry before it is activated. A windowed device does not have reduced closed-loop
performance. Two of the devices tested, including the device with the best closed-loop
performance, have windows. Contrast measurements with a windowed MEMS can be
limited by ghost images. ‘Snap-down’ can also damage actuators. This occurs when
an actuator has too much displacement and the electrical attraction compressing the
actuator overcomes the mechanical force that allows the actuator to rebound. These
actuators will be stuck in the maximum displacement position. Actuators damaged by
humidity and high-voltage will be stuck in the no displacement position. Two early
devices were damaged by humidity at the LAO but no damage due to snap-down has
occurred.
The MEMS is controlled with 13-bit D/A conversion and amplification using a
system developed by Red Nun Electronics Company. The smallest voltage step allowed
with these electronics is 0.025 volts for the current configuration. This corresponds to
a phase step of 0.18 nm. The driver boards for many-channel systems like this are also
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under development. It is critical and tedious to ensure that the mapping through the
driver electronics is accurate. Minor damage to the boards can be difficult to detect and
will negatively affect closed-loop performance.
3.4.1 Voltage Response
One limitation of MEMS DM technology is the device’s limited stroke, espe-
cially compared with macro-DM technology. Currently most applications will have to
operate a MEMS DM in tandem with a low-order standard DM. The low-order DM
will provide most of the correction while the MEMS DM provides higher spatial resolu-
tion correction (woofer/tweeter configuration) [48]. The MEMS devices tested with the
voltage limits used have particularly limited stroke (about 1 µm). However, the more
limited stroke of these particular devices is not a concern because other device geometries
with larger actuator spacing have demonstrated 4 µm of stroke [50]. Those geometries
will be used for the future 4000-actuator device needed for GPI.
In practice, we find that MEMS stroke depends on the position of neighboring
actuators, as expected for their relatively broad influence functions, which have approx-
imately 26% crosstalk [60]. For example, a 3 by 3 array of actuators will have more
displacement at a given voltage than a single actuator at the same voltage. In Fig. 3.7,
this difference is indicated by the 3 dotted versus solid lines. In a typical AO system,
the DM is operated at a bias to correct both positive and negative WFEs. The entire
device is set at an intermediate voltage and actuators are moved by varying their voltage
about the bias. We typically operate at a bias of 110 volts, that voltage being midway in
our operational displacement. We set a maximum voltage limit to 160 volts, to prevent
snap-down both in software and on the voltage power supply. An imbalance between the
electrostatic force of activating an actuator and the mechanical restoring force causes
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stroke at a bias to be reduced. Figure 3.7 summarizes the results of testing the stroke of
a particular MEMS device for these situations [61]. For this test, 4 actuators were acti-
Figure 3.7: Stroke of a device measured with 0, 110, and 160 volt bias for an individual or
group of actuators [61]. More stroke is achieved when actuators move together without
a bias voltage.
vated at several incremental voltages, and their displacement relative to the flat surface
of the MEMS was measured with a Zygo interferometer. The test was also done with
a set of adjacent actuators moved in a 3 by 3 box. Both tests were done with a bias
voltage of 0, 110 and 160 volts. In Figure 3.7, the resultant curves have been re-centered
so that 0 displacement is at 0 volts rather than at the bias voltage. In typical operations,
these devices achieve about 1 µm of stroke with our operational parameters, similar to
the measured response of the 3 by 3 array because actuators are not significantly dis-
placed from their neighbors during closed-loop. The ‘snap-down’ effect is caused by too
much displacement, not too much voltage. There is potential to increase the stroke of
the device by increasing operational voltage above the current 160 volt maximum, while
staying within the range of acceptable displacement. Because additional stroke was not
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required for our tests, increasing maximum voltage was not investigated.
MEMS actuators have a non-linear response to voltage that varies on an indi-
vidual device and between devices. We calibrate the voltage response of every actuator
on a device. In this test, one actuator in each 4 by 4 array of actuators on the device
is tested at varying voltages cyclically until all of the actuators are tested. There are 16
frames for each voltage level, with 64 actuators tested in each frame. A few actuators
have a particularly irregular response and this could be an issue for closed-loop high-
contrast operation. These irregular actuators are discussed in greater detail in the next
section. In early tests the average voltage response of four actuators was used to cali-
brate the entire device. Performance was improved, particularly for irregular actuators,
by calibrating individual responses.
3.4.2 Actuator uniformity
Operating in closed-loop mitigates the effect of small variations in voltage re-
sponse between actuators. On the most recent device, the variation in maximum dis-
placement at 160 volts is less than 5% (excluding the outer two rows and columns of
actuators), which is well within our ability to flatten. Irregular actuators, however, are
unable to achieve the desired position, regardless of number of iterations, producing an
in-band fitting error that limits closed-loop performance. I have identified three cate-
gories of such actuators: no-response (or dead), low-response and coupled. We typically
refer to the yield of a MEMS device as percentage of working actuators. This number
is particularly important in high-contrast applications as no-response actuators scat-
ter light into the dark hole region. Actuator uniformity refers to the variability of all
‘working’ actuators including low-response and coupled actuators.
Figure 3.8 is a representation of actuator yield and uniformity in three tested
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devices [60]. No-response actuators are marked in red, other irregular actuators in yellow
and normal actuators are white. The three figures exclude the outer 2 rows and columns,
which are outside the aperture and difficult to characterize. The left device was received
in November 2004. It had limited performance due to the number of irregular actuators
and was operated over a smaller aperture because of the number and placement of
no-response actuators. The middle and right devices were received in February and
October of 2005. The two no-response actuators in the top middle of all three devices
are wired to ground and are excluded from the following statistics. The oldest device has
96.9% normal actuators (33 irregular) while the most recent device has 99.5% normal
actuators (5 irregular). Only 94.1% of actuators were normal (60 irregular) in tests of the
segmented device published by Baker et. al. in 2004 [43, 62]. This dramatic improvement
in actuator yield and uniformity has allowed improved performance and made MEMS
deformable mirrors a feasible technology for high-contrast applications.
Figure 3.8: Irregular actuators are identified for the working region of three MEMS
devices [60]. Red indicates a no-response actuator, yellow a ‘working’ irregular actuator,
and white is a normal actuator. The Nov 2004 device had limited performance due to
the number of irregular actuators and was operated over a smaller aperture because
of the number and placement of no-response actuators. There has been a dramatic
improvement in both yield and uniformity in the Feb and Oct 2005 devices. The two
no-response actuators in the top middle of all three devices are wired to ground.
With fewer no-response actuators the effects of other irregular actuators have
become more apparent. Careful characterization of irregular actuators has led to im-
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proved control and provided engineering feedback to the manufacturer. As mentioned
above, I have categorized irregular actuators as low-response or coupled. Low-response
actuators can be actuators that only move with their neighbors or actuators with reduced
voltage response. The February 2005 device in Figure 3.8 has a low-response actuator
that only moves with its neighbors, right in the center. After flattening, this actuator
is offset from its neighbors by about 20 nm. In previous tests with this device [63],
more irregular actuators were apparent due to errors in the driver electronics, but this
electronics problem has since been corrected. Coupled actuators affect voltage calibra-
tion. For example, the October 2005 device has two coupled actuators. When a coupled
actuator’s voltage response is tested individually there is no displacement after the bias
voltage because the other actuator in the pair is set to the bias during the test. If coupled
actuators are tested simultaneously, the voltage response is normal. (See Fig. 3.9.) A
coupled actuator will move to the lesser of the voltage applied to the pair.
Figure 3.9: Voltage response of two coupled actuators tested individually and together,
with a bias voltage of 110 volts [61].
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3.4.3 Stability
Figure 3.10: Curve of growth for stability data. Of the 500 actuators tested 97% have
stability of better than 0.16 nm (standard deviation of surface over 60 measurements
taken in 38 minutes).) Figure courtesy of Katie Morzinski [60].
Current closed-loop tests use the PSDI as the wavefront sensor, which limits
frame rate. As a result, excellent stability for both the system and the MEMS is required.
To test MEMS stability, a flattened shape is applied to the MEMS device and successive
wavefront measurements are taken every 38 seconds (the minimum time to complete a
PSDI measurement) for 60 iterations. Short term stability is measured over 9 minute
intervals within the long term stability test. The shorter time scale is comparable to
typical closed-loop operation times. The variation of each actuator in phase from its
initial position is calculated with piston and tip/tilt removed. This analysis was done
over approximately half of the device. The PSDI stability was measured to be 0.08 nm
rms phase by replacing the MEMS with a flat mirror. The average long term stability
of the MEMS was measured as 0.16 nm rms phase. On the shorter time scale the
system is more stable with an average rms deviation of 0.13 nm rms phase for the
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MEMS and 0.07 nm rms phase for the flat mirror [60]. Previous tests had indicated
less stability [63] because of errors produced by the MEMS drive electronics, which have
since been corrected. Figure 3.10 is a curve of growth showing that most of the actuators
are quite stable. Of the 500 tested, 97% are stable to better than 0.16 nm rms surface
over 38 minutes.
3.5 Summary
In summary, the ExAO testbed is nearly ideal for conducting basic, far-field
measurements because of the built-in, accurate metrology of the PSDI and its low WFE.
The metrology of the PSDI also allows characterization and performance testing of
MEMS deformable mirrors. This testbed has also been used to test the spatially fil-
tered Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor. The lack of additional pupil or focal planes
does limit diffraction suppression to shaped pupils and a future iteration will need to
include additional optics for testing more advanced coronagraph concepts.
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Chapter 4
High-Contrast Measurements
without Active Wavefront Control
4.1 Introduction
Contrast in an image is fundamentally a question of measurement. In the-
ory, the nulls of any diffraction pattern get infinitely close to zero or perfectly dark.
In practice, wavefront error (WFE), CCD dynamic range and sampling effects prevent
a perfect dark region from being achieved. Entering the high-contrast regime requires
suppressing diffraction so a large null region is created and limiting or controlling wave-
front errors [27] so that speckles do not fill in that region. (More information on how
diffraction and WFE affect contrast is given in Section 2.2).
Planetary science has become a hot topic for astronomers with the discovery
of more than 150 extrasolar planets [1]. Imaging planets is the next important scientific
achievement but is technically challenging because of the high-contrast measurements
required. A ground-based imaging system would look for young Jupiter-like planets that
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are still warm with the heat of formation and would require contrasts of 10−6 to 10−7 in
the near-IR [4]. There are space-based efforts to image earth-like planets which require
the more challenging contrast of 10−10.
Laboratory tests investigating the experimental limits to contrast are ongoing
at several institutions including the Laboratory for Adaptive Optics (LAO). These early
tests are without active control of WFE. Kasdin et. al. [64] have focused on pupil
design and manufacturing limitations identifying numerous shaped pupil designs and
demonstrating between 10−6 and 10−7 contrast at radii greater than 6 λ/D. Other
experimental results have been obtained by Charborty et. al. [65] where they used a
multi-opening Gaussian pupil and obtained contrast of 4×10−7 at 4.5 λ/D. Contrast in
a diffraction-suppressed regime scales with wavelength squared [27] and this work was at
a slightly longer wavelength. Thus, Charborty et. al.’s results would be closer to 10−6
contrast at wavelengths comparable to Kasdin et. al. and the work presented here.
While early experiments did not include wavefront control, wavefront errors
cannot be ignored as they are still a major limit of achievable contrast. I have found
controlling WFE to be more challenging than suppressing diffraction. In the baseline ex-
periment presented here, wavefront error was minimized by optical design and construc-
tion rather than active control. After initial experiments, components for a high-contrast
giant-planet imager can be tested in a well understood system capable of operating in the
necessary regime. The accurate wavefront measurements of the phase shifting diffraction
interferometer (PSDI) also allows the limitations of contrast to be investigated. Using
these tools, we have achieved 6.5 × 10−8 over 8 degrees from 10 to 25 λ/D, demon-
strating the usefulness of the Extreme adaptive optics (ExAO) testbed for high-contrast
instrument development.
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4.2 Experimental method
The ExAO testbed was designed with a minimal number of high-quality optics
to ensure that end-to-end WFE would be small (< 1.5 nm rms). In initial, high-contrast
measurements active wavefront control was not required, allowing experiments to focus
on suppressing diffraction, understanding the high-contrast regime and developing exper-
imental methods for high-contrast imaging (i.e. controlling scattered light). In imaging
mode, the testbed consists of a laser source (532 nm) passed through an optical fiber and
a high-quality lens. The beam passes through a pupil stop, reflects off a flat mirror, and
Figure 4.1: Simplified schematic of the ExAO testbed [26]. The testbed has two modes
of operation: Imaging and phase shifting diffraction interferometry. The fold mirror in
the system can be replaced with a deformable mirror for active wavefront control.
is imaged onto a CCD sampled at ∼ 5 times the Nyquist limit (See Fig. 4.1 also shown
in Chapter 3). Diffraction is suppressed along one axis with a prolate spheroid shaped
pupil [31], shown in Fig. 2.3. The characteristic x-pattern with diffraction suppressed
along the horizontal axis of the far-field image is also shown. The shaped pupil is easy to
use and produces a region of high contrast sufficient for laboratory testing while not in-
troducing additional phase aberrations. More information about suppressing diffraction
is given in Section 2.3.
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In PSDI mode, the testbed becomes an extremely accurate optical metrology
system [51]. The PSDI was developed at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory for
metrology of complex aspheric optics. Briefly, a probe wavefront is injected from the
upper, single-mode fiber shown in Fig. 4.1. This passes through the system and is
focused onto a reference pinhole embedded in a super-polished flat mirror. Meanwhile,
a coherent reference beam passes through the pinhole and interferes with the outgoing
probe wavefront. The interference pattern is recorded at a CCD located at an arbitrary
location along the optical axis. Using standard phase-shifting interferometer techniques,
this pattern produces a measurement of the phase and amplitude at this location, which
can then be numerically propagated to the plane of interest, such as the pupil plane.
The resolution of the PSDI is limited by the aperture of the reference pinhole (in the
focal plane). The effective resolution in the 10-mm aperture plane is ∼ 155 microns [26].
More information about the PSDI is given in Section 3.3.
Contrast is defined as the ratio of the intensity in the region of interest (ROI)
to the core intensity and can be measured directly in a far-field image. There are several
error sources in high-contrast imaging that must be reduced to achieve good results:
insufficient dynamic range, scattered light from the optical system, and CCD saturation
effects. The CCD in the ExAO system has a dynamic range of approximately five orders
of magnitude (including noise). A contrast measurement of 10−6 − 10−7 can only be
made as a composite of two or more images. Typically an unsaturated and a saturated
image that are separated by 4 orders of magnitude via neutral density (ND) filters and
integration time are used. Several images taken with less ND can be used to better
understand the region connecting the core and wings. The ND filters are inserted into
the PSDI front-end right before the measurement beam is launched into the fiber. Small
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amounts of wedge in the filters will change coupling of light into the fiber, varying the
attenuation from the filter. This effect is minimized by keeping the fiber launchers
well aligned (they are temperature sensitive) and by putting the ND filters close to the
launchers. For my work, the effect was still significant, and a power meter was used to
characterize the attenuation caused by the ND for every experiment in real time. The ND
filters and laser power were adjusted to return an attenuation of 103 for the unsaturated
image. I also ran tests to determine the power variability in short exposures (either
variability in the laser power or in the shutter speed) and chose our integration times to
fall within the region of low variability. The testbed is housed in an opaque enclosure,
and scattered light from elements in the optical path must be controlled. We tested our
control over scattered light by comparing dark frames where the laser was shuttered to
dark frames where the laser was blocked elsewhere in the system. The enclosure and
small beam size also reduce air turbulence or bench ‘seeing’, which was not a problem
in these experiments. When the ND filters are removed and the integration time is
increased, the CCD is highly saturated. This effect is controlled by co-adding short
exposures for longer integrations and using a focal plane mask. The slow f/# of our
system (effectively f/250) allows us to move the far-field camera approximately 15 mm
behind the focal plane without loss of contrast. A mirrored beam block is introduced at
the focal plane to block the core, but not the wings of the point spread function (PSF).
The position of the block is optimized by hand to minimize the amount of bleeding
from the core, while still measuring the contrast at an inner working distance (IWD) of
approximately 8 λ/D. In simulation, shaped pupils can achieve a better IWD, but our
system was not designed for this type of optimization, as the final ExAO instrument will
use a Lyot coronagraph for diffraction suppression.
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Figure 4.2 is an image of the unsaturated core overlayed on the saturated image
where the core would be if it were not blocked by the focal plane mask. The x-shape
is characteristic of the shaped pupil, which produces a dark region along the horizontal
axis of the image. Note that the unsaturated image is plotted on a log scale while the
saturated image is on a linear scale. For analysis, each data set of 10 frames is averaged,
and the corresponding averaged dark frame is subtracted. Each image is then scaled
according to the measured attenuation from the ND and the integration time in order to
be comparable with the saturated image. All of the images are normalized to the peak
of the scaled unsaturated image.
4.3 Results
Figure 4.2: An image of the unsaturated core overlayed on the saturated image where
the core would be if it were not blocked by the focal plane mask [26]. The boxed area
indicates the region of interest from 10 − 25λ/D. These images are superimposed with
different scales.
The two modes of testbed operation correspond to two data types. Wavefront
data are used to simulate far-field measurements and to verify overall WFE. Far-field
measurements are used to directly measure contrast. Achieving better than 10−7 contrast
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was a key goal, but it was also important to identify limitations to improved contrast.
Future tests will expand on the methods used in this experiment. The increased com-
plexity of active wavefront control will introduce errors. The identification of errors in
the baseline experiment will provide insight as we build up to the more complicated
version. Limitations to contrast will fall into two categories: shaped pupil performance
and wavefront errors.
The dark region in the saturated image is clearly visible on the right hand side
of Fig. 4.2. In the region from 8 − 15λ/D, the radial average contrast over 8 degrees
is 1.3 × 10−7 with an intensity variation of 1.0 × 10−7. Over the larger region from
10 − 25λ/D, the radial average contrast is 6.5 × 10−8 with an intensity variation of
2.9 × 10−8 (see the region indicated in Fig. 4.2) [26]. A substantial region in the PSF
has better than 10−7 contrast in visible light, meeting the specifications for a current
generation ground-based planet imager. The noise floor due to scattered light and CCD
noise is measured to be below 10−8 behind the focal plane mask in the saturated image.
It should be emphasized that the system is not noise limited (see Fig. 4.4).
4.3.1 Shaped pupil performance
When examining shaped pupil performance, there are two error sources to con-
sider: design and implementation. The design will limit how much and where diffraction
is suppressed, while the implementation will limit how close to optimal the physical pupil
performs. Experimental far-field data from different shapes made with the same manu-
facturing technique, and the same shape made with different techniques were compared
to examine both of these error sources. Edge quality measurements of shaped pupils and
simulations complete the data set.
The most basic aperture shape is a circle, which produces an Airy pattern in
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the far-field. Even in this simple case, some small regions of high contrast are produced
in the nulls of the pattern. In practice, sampling and WFE make it difficult to achieve
the desired contrast even over those smaller regions. Ideally, a larger symmetric region
would be produced. Traditional apodizers can achieve this type of suppression, but
at the contrast levels we are interested in, the manufacturing of the apodizer is limit-
ing. Shaped pupils, also known as binary masks, are easier to manufacture and a good
choice for testbed experiments. The design of shaped pupils is not new; Jacquinot and
Dossier [30] give a description of early efforts in this area. With advances in computing
and manufacturing, these designs can be further optimized and realized [32]. I chose
a simple single opening prolate spheroid pupil for my tests. Fig. 4.3 is a comparison of
experimental far-field data taken with a circular aperture and a prolate shaped pupil. In
the 10−25λ/D region, the circle has a contrast of 1.2×10−5, with an intensity variation
of 1.4 × 10−5. The prolate pupil has a performance almost two orders of magnitude
better and is more uniform over the same region. Even in the nulls of the radial average
plot for the circle, the contrast improvement of the prolate shaped pupil is apparent.
After the shape of the pupil is chosen, contrast can still be limited by implemen-
tation. The 10-mm diameter shaped pupil was designed to have contrast of 10−10, but
a specification error lead to a deviation of 0.02-mm rms from the desired points defining
the opening. In simulation, the resulting loss of contrast from this error is significant
(∼ 2 orders of magnitude) but below the loss due to WFE (see Fig. 4.6).
The performance of a shaped pupil is also affected by its edge quality. Pupils
manufactured with machining and lithographic etching were tested. Fig. 4.4 is a com-
posite of radial averages from three images for each pupil. The normalized intensity
of the unsaturated core of the etched pupil result does not quite align with the ROI
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Figure 4.3: Composite, radial-average, normalized-intensity, far-field measurements
made with the etched prolate and circular shaped pupils. The vertical lines indicate the
edge of the focal plane mask in the two tests. The prolate measurements do not align as
well because of saturation in the intermediate image. The prolate pupil performs almost
2 orders of magnitude better than the circular pupil. In contrast measurements with
the flat mirror measurement noise is ∼ 10−8 as seen behind the focal plane mask. The
system is not noise limited.
measured in the saturated image due to saturation in the second image of the core com-
posite. Over the ROI, the etched mask has an improvement of approximately 0.5 orders
of magnitude over the machined mask. For achieving 10−6 contrast, the machined mask
is more than adequate at our level of WFE and considerably less expensive to make.
Comparing microscope images of the masks, the machined pupil has an rms edge quality
roughly 3 times larger than the etched pupil. Wavefront quality is the same for both
measurements, indicating the machined pupil is limited by edge quality.
4.3.2 Effects of wavefront error
I also investigated the effect of WFE on high-contrast measurements. Once
diffraction is suppressed, contrast can be limited by wavefront errors. Using the PSDI, I
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Figure 4.4: Composite, radial-average, normalized-intensity, far-field measurements
made with the etched and machined shaped pupils [26]. The vertical lines indicate
the edge of the focal plane mask in the two tests.
can accurately measure wavefronts and use the measurements to simulate expected far-
field performance. This experiment has a total rms WFE of 1.5 nm. That error breaks
down to 0.5-nm astigmatism, 0.5-nm ‘ringing’ (an artifact from the measurement), 0.3-
nm spherical, 0.94-nm other mid-frequency and 0.7-nm high-frequency aberrations [26].
The truncation effect at the PSDI reference pinhole, which causes ringing in the wave-
fronts, also causes the far-field simulation to break down at approximately 26 λ/D. To
test if contrast is limited by WFE, a series of simulations were done. Figures 4.5 and 4.6
are a summary of those results.
To simulate far-field measurements, I used measured WFE and generated a
simulated mask from the points used to manufacture the physical mask (with the spec-
ification error included). The simulated mask does not include edge roughness, and
amplitude errors are assumed to be insignificant. Radial averages over the ROI are
plotted in Fig.4.5 for the experiment and a simulation using measured WFE. Good cor-
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of experimental results with a simulation from measured wave-
front error. The simulated mask does not include edge roughness, and amplitude errors
are assumed to be insignificant. Good correspondence between experimental and simu-
lated contrast indicates that edge roughness is not a significant factor with the etched
mask.
respondence between experimental and simulated contrast indicates that edge roughness
is not a significant factor with the etched mask. In Fig. 4.6 simulations using the flawed
shaped pupil mask are compared with the perfect mask for varying amounts of WFE.
Both simulations using the measured phase (black lines) achieve the same level of con-
trast indicating that the current level of WFE is the limiting factor to improved contrast.
If WFE were reduced to 0.35 nm rms (red lines) the perfect mask would have similar
performance to the flawed mask except at large angles indicating that while WFE re-
mains a large error source, mask quality would also limit performance. When comparing
performance without phase errors (the two blue lines), the perfect mask would perform
several orders of magnitude better than the flawed mask. Simulations indicate that sig-
nificant mask errors need to be avoided to achieve better than 10−8 contrast. To operate
in the contrast regime of 10−10, WFE and mask quality will be critical. In the contrast
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of contrast with flawed pupil mask and the perfect pupil mask
with varying amounts of WFE. The solid lines are simulations using a shaped pupil
mask with the same specification error as the physical mask and the dotted lines are
simulated with the perfect mask. The lines in black (1) are far-field simulations using
the experimentally measured phase. The lines in red (2) are simulations with the WFE
reduced to 0.35 nm RMS. The lines in blue (3) are simulations with no WFE.
regime needed for our experiments, however, WFE is the more prominent error source.
4.4 Conclusions
I have demonstrated that better than 10−7 contrast in visible light can be
achieved in a laboratory setting with low-wavefront error and an etched shaped pupil. In
the contrast regime of our tests, low WFE is more critical and more difficult to achieve
than producing an adequate pupil for diffraction suppression. For the 10−6 contrast
regime an inexpensive pupil could be substituted, provided that WFE were adequately
controlled. Any practical imaging system will have more WFE than the current system,
and the obvious next step is to implement active wavefront control. The ExAO testbed
can operate in the contrast regime needed to test deformable mirror technology and
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other components needed for a future extrasolar planet imager.
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Chapter 5
Closed-Loop Performance of a
MEMS Deformable Mirror
5.1 Introduction
The detection of over 150 extrasolar planets [1] has placed planetary science at
the forefront of astronomy. Most extrasolar planets have been detected using radial ve-
locity techniques, which measure the doppler shift of the parent star that is produced by
the gravitational pull of a planet. These techniques probe only about 15% of the orbital
parameter space of our solar system [66]. This means that planets of the size and in the
position of our own solar system are largely unobserved by current research. Imaging ex-
trasolar planets would open a large complementary region to radial velocity techniques,
and a survey of this kind would provide valuable information about the distribution of
planets in a ‘typical’ system. Imaging can also provide additional information about
planets. Ground-based systems will require a specialized form of adaptive optics (AO)
known as Extreme Adaptive Optics (ExAO) to achieve the high-contrast measurements
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needed to image extrasolar planets.
Ground-based extrasolar planet imagers will look for young Jupiter-like planets
that are still glowing with the heat of formation. This type of imaging will require
contrasts of between 10−6 and 10−7 [4] making these instruments technically challenging.
Stringent requirements for the number of actuators, precision of flattening and frame rate
make deformable mirror (DM) technology a particular risk area.
The Gemini planet imager (GPI) is the extrasolar planet imager for the 8-m
Gemini Telescope in Chile. It will require approximately 2000 actuators [48], for a clear
aperture of 48 actuators across the pupil diameter. Even one non-working actuator
cannot be tolerated in the aperture because it will scatter light into the discovery region.
Contrast is ultimately limited by residual static wavefront errors [27], so GPI will require
wavefront control with an accuracy of better than 1 nm rms within the low- to mid-
spatial frequency range [48]. Space-based planet detection architectures have similar
requirements. The first step to demonstrating this is to flatten the mirror itself —
in the absence of aberrations — to the < 1 nm level. An extrasolar planet imager
will need to correct additional aberrations, but tests without abberation will identify
performance limits for future more realistic tests as well as demonstrate the internal
calibration requirements for the DM in an ExAO system. To adequately correct the
changing atmosphere, the system must run at 2500 Hz. Stroke requirements are reduced
by the combination of two DMs. A large-stroke DM will be used for large low-order
wavefront correction (woofer) and a high-order device will be used for smaller mid- to
high-order correction (tweeter). A traditional DM to meet the high actuator count
requirement would be prohibitively large and expensive ($1000/channel).
Micro-electrical-mechanical-systems (MEMS) DMs, such as those manufactured
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by Boston Micromachines Corporation (BMC) [50], are a promising solution to the DM
problem. MEMS are fabricated of polysilicon and utilize an array of independently
addressable electrostatic actuators. The top surface of the DM is a continuous gold-
coated mirror which can be deformed by the actuators underneath. Performance testing
and device characterization are ongoing at the Laboratory for Adaptive Optics (LAO)
at the University of California, Santa Cruz. I have focused on the precision flattening
requirement using a 1024 actuator device (the largest device currently available), and
the results are presented here [60].
MEMS DMs have been used successfully in other AO systems. In a vision
science system, Doble et. al. [67] compared the performance of a 144-actuator segmented
MEMS device to a more traditional Xinetics DM. They found the MEMS DM to have
comparable performance except when the MEMS DM was limited by stroke. A 1024-
actuator segmented device was tested in a horizontal path application at frame rates in
excess of 800 Hz with Strehl ratios > 0.5 at a wavelength of 1.5 µm by Baker et. al. [62].
Testbed work was also done with the 1024-actuator segmented device using Kolmogorov
phase screens to introduce abberations [43]. A major limitation of this earlier segmented
MEMS device was the number of inactive actuators.
A similar DM technology is the membrane electrostatic DM. Much development
work and testing has gone into these devices [68], including some on-sky tests [69]. These
devices typically have fewer actuators and much broader, modal influence functions than
their MEMS counterparts. Membrane mirrors are more suited to curvature systems than
high-contrast systems, which need to fit well-defined Fourier modes.
A modular, electroceramic DM developed by Xinetics and tested by the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) is another possibility for a large actuator count DM. There
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are versions with 1024 and 4096 actuators. The 1024-actuator version has been tested
extensively in the High Contrast Imaging Testbed at JPL [70], where it is kept in a tem-
perature controlled vacuum chamber. JPL has achieved angstrom-level flatness within
controllable spatial frequencies. Stability has been demonstrated to 0.01 A˚ [70]. The
500-nm stroke and mm-pitch make it a challenging device for use in ground-based astro-
nomical systems. Smaller optics are advantageous in high-contrast systems because of
improved optical quality when compared with larger optics.
Our ExAO testbed is uniquely suited to testing MEMS deformable mirrors
in the high-contrast regime. We have already demonstrated an ability to operate at
contrast levels of 10−7 to 10−8 [26]. The extremely accurate optical metrology of the
phase shifting diffraction interferometer (PSDI) [51] allows absolute measurements of the
MEMS DM. Using the PSDI as the wavefront sensor, we have flattened to < 1 nm rms
over controllable spatial frequencies. The technical challenges in achieving this result
can be broken into three categories: measuring the phase, controlling the MEMS, and
maintaining the stability of the system. Errors in each of these tasks leads to errors
in performance and these are summarized in an error budget. Preliminary work with
the MEMS device, including some of the engineering challenges leading up to this result,
have been presented in prior works [71, 63, 61]. A complete inventory of these difficulties,
together with our mitigation techniques, is included here.
5.2 Description of ExAO testbed
The testbed has two modes of operation: imaging mode and interferometry
mode. In imaging mode contrast can be measured directly, while in interferometer mode
wavefront phase and amplitude are measured. (Wavefront mode is shown in Figure 5.1).
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Contrast is directly related to wavefront error (WFE) and wavefront measurements are
used to simulate image data. The comparison provides an internal consistency check for
all measurements. The testbed was designed for operation in the high-contrast regime;
thus, it has low WFE without active correction, an enclosure to reduce air turbulence
and baﬄing to prevent scattered light. In initial experiments, without active correction,
I demonstrated the total WFE of the testbed is 1.5 nm rms, with about 1 nm of that
falling within the range of controllable spatial frequencies of our MEMS DMs [26]. In
imaging mode, the reference pinhole is replaced with a CCD camera and only the probe
beam is used. Further information about contrast measurements can be found in prior
works [26, 63] and Chapter 4.
Figure 5.1: Simplified schematic of interferometry mode on the ExAO testbed. A phys-
ical aperture can be placed in front of the MEMS, but during closed-loop operation a
software aperture is used.
In interferometry mode, the testbed becomes an extremely accurate optical
metrology system. The PSDI)was developed at Lawrence Livermore National Labora-
tory for metrology of aspheric optics for use at ultra-violet wavelengths [51]. A probe (or
measurement) wavefront is injected from the upper single-mode fiber in Figure 5.1. This
passes through the system and is focused onto a pinhole embedded in a super-polished
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flat mirror (the reference pinhole). Meanwhile, a coherent reference beam passes through
the pinhole and interferes with the outgoing probe wavefront. The interference pattern
is recorded by a CCD located in an arbitrary location along the optical axis. Using stan-
dard phase-shifting interferometer techniques, this produces a measurement of the fringe
pattern at this location, which can then be converted to a wavefront. This wavefront
is numerically propagated in two steps to the plane of interest using the ABCD matrix
and a Huygens Integral transformation implemented with fast fourier transforms [51].
Wavefront measurements are used to control the MEMS during closed-loop
operations. The spatial resolution at the MEMS plane is limited by truncation effects due
to an aperture at the reference pinhole. The effective resolution in the MEMS plane is ∼
141 µm or 41% of an actuator [60]. For closed-loop operation, programs in the interactive
data language (IDL) are used to direct data acquisition (wavefront sensing with the
PSDI), back propagation calculations and the commanding of the MEMS device through
the MEMS driver. Before closed-loop operation, the alignment and voltage response of
the system must be calibrated. Alignment is done by activating four known actuators on
the MEMS and noting their position in a wavefront measurement. For voltage calibration
the response of each actuator is measured and fit with a quadratic. These calibration
measurements are used to convert wavefront measurements into actuator by actuator
phase, and then to the corresponding voltages. Closed-loop operations can also be run
with a spatially filtered Shack-Hartman wavefront sensor [72].
5.3 MEMS Deformable Mirrors
We have tested a total of ten 1024-actuator deformable MEMS mirrors fabri-
cated by BMC [50]. While a future exoplanet imager will require more actuators, the
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1024 device is the largest commercially available MEMS device. Characterization and
performance testing of these devices have provided feedback to the design and specifi-
cation for a larger device. We have characterized voltage response, actuator uniformity
and device stability as these characteristics will affect closed-loop performance.
MEMS DM technology for ExAO applications is still under development, but
over these ten devices, we have seen a dramatic improvement in unpowered flatness and
yield, which will be crucial for the 4000-actuator device. The 1024-actuator mirrors
have 4 inactive actuators by design (they are wired to ground). The actuators are
spaced 340 µm apart with a continuous face sheet as the top surface. Due to residual
manufacturing stress, the top surfaces of these devices have curvature. Early devices
had > 200 nm rms unpowered WFE, but more recent devices have had as little as 50
nm rms unpowered WFE.
In general, defective actuators occur during the manufacturing process rather
than failing during operation. However, a combination of high humidity and high volt-
age can produce oxidation in individual actuators, which will eventually limit the per-
formance of those actuators [59]. ‘Snap-down’ can also damage actuators. This occurs
when an actuator has too much displacement and the electrical attraction compressing
the actuator overcomes the mechanical force that allows the actuator to rebound. Two
early devices were damaged by humidity at the LAO, but no damage due to snap-down
has occurred.
The MEMS is controlled with 13-bit D/A conversion and amplification using a
system developed by Red Nun Electronics Company. The smallest voltage step allowed
with these electronics is 0.025 volts for the current configuration. This corresponds to
a phase step of 0.18 nm near the center of the displacement range where response is
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linear. The driver boards for many-channel systems like this are under development.
It is critical and tedious to ensure that the mapping through the driver electronics is
accurate. Minor damage to the boards can be difficult to detect and will negatively affect
closed-loop performance.
One limitation of MEMS DM technology is the device’s limited stroke, espe-
cially compared with macro-DM technology. In practice, we find that MEMS stroke
depends on the position of neighboring actuators as expected for their relatively broad
influence functions, which have approximately 26% crosstalk. In a typical AO system,
the DM is operated at a bias to correct both positive and negative wavefront errors. The
entire device is set at an intermediate voltage and actuators are moved by varying their
voltage about the bias. We typically operate at a bias of 110 volts, that voltage being
midway in our operational displacement. A maximum voltage limit of 160 volts is set
to prevent snap-down both in software and on the voltage power supply. An imbalance
between the electrostatic force of activating an actuator and the mechanical restoring
force causes stroke at a bias to be reduced. In typical operations, these devices achieve
about 1 µm of stroke with our operational parameters.
MEMS actuators have a non-linear response to voltage that varies on a indi-
vidual device as well as between devices. We calibrate the voltage response of every
actuator on a device. In this test, one actuator in each 4 by 4 array of actuators on
the device is tested at varying voltages cyclically until all of the actuators are tested.
There are 16 frames for each voltage level, with 64 actuators tested in each frame. In
early tests the average voltage response of four actuators was used to calibrate the entire
device. Performance was improved, particularly for irregular actuators, by calibrating
individual responses.
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Operating in closed loop mitigates the effect of small variations in voltage re-
sponse between actuators. On the most recent device, the variation in maximum dis-
placement at 160 volts is less than 5% (excluding the outer two rows and columns of
actuators), which is well within our ability to flatten. Irregular actuators, however, are
unable to achieve the desired position, regardless of number of iterations, producing
an in-band fitting error that limits closed-loop performance. We have identified three
categories of such actuators: no-response (or dead), low-response and coupled. Typi-
cally we refer to the yield of a MEMS device as percentage of working actuators. This
number is particularly important in high-contrast applications as no-response actuators
scatter light into the dark hole region. Actuator uniformity refers to the variability of
all ‘working’ actuators including low-response and coupled actuators.
The oldest device has 96.9% normal actuators (33 irregular) while the most
recent device has 99.5% normal actuators (5 irregular). Only 94.1% of actuators were
normal (60 irregular) in tests of the segmented device published by Baker et. al. in
2004 [43, 62]. This dramatic improvement in actuator yield and uniformity has allowed
improved performance and made MEMS DMs a feasible technology for high-contrast
applications.
I have categorized irregular actuators as low-response or coupled. Low-response
actuators can be actuators that only move with their neighbors or actuators with reduced
voltage response. The February 2005 device in Fig. 3.8 has a low-response actuator that
only moves with its neighbors, right in the center. After flattening, this actuator is offset
from its neighbors by about 20 nm. In previous tests with this device [63], more irregular
actuators were apparent due to errors in the driver electronics, but this electronics prob-
lem has since been corrected. Coupled actuators affect voltage calibration. For example,
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in our best performing device (October 2005), there are two coupled actuators. When a
coupled actuator’s voltage response is tested individually, there is no displacement after
the bias voltage because the other actuator in the pair is set to the bias during the test.
If coupled actuators are tested simultaneously, the voltage response is normal. A coupled
actuator will move to the lesser of the voltage applied to the pair.
Current closed-loop tests use the PSDI as the wavefront sensor, which limits
frame rate due to the speed of data acquisition. As a result, excellent stability for both
the system and the MEMS is required. The PSDI stability was measured to be 0.08 nm
rms phase by replacing the MEMS with a flat mirror. The average long term stability of
the MEMS was measured as 0.16 nm rms phase. On the shorter time scale the system is
more stable with an average rms deviation of 0.13 nm rms phase for the MEMS and 0.07
nm rms phase for the flat mirror [60]. More information on system stability is located
in Section 3.4.3.
5.4 Closed-loop performance
In these closed-loop tests, no additional aberrations were introduced into the
system. The primary source of error is the MEMS DM itself. Although a ground-based
extrasolar planet imager will have to correct the atmosphere, the more basic test here
identifies the performance limitations of future more realistic tests. A planet imager will
have a stringent internal calibration requirement of <1 nm (in mid-spatial frequencies).
These experiments demonstrate that we can meet this requirement. The metric I use
for closed-loop performance is WFE within the range of spatial frequencies which the
DM can correct. Higher spatial frequencies will scatter to larger angles [27]. Using a
numerical lowpass filter to avoid aliasing will create a dark hole region over controllable
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spatial frequencies in the far-field image (or the power spectrum of the wavefront) [47, 29]
(see Fig. 6.2). There are some higher order effects that cause higher order aberrations
to fold into the dark hole, but these are small in a case with no additional aberration,
making in-band WFE a good metric for a high-contrast system.
The ExAO testbed was designed to minimize measurement and stability errors
so that closed-loop operation would be primarily a test of MEMS performance. In
Figure 5.2: Wavefronts taken before and after a closed-loop test with a 9.2 mm
aperture [60]. The initial wavefront has an rms wavefront error of 148 nm, while the
flattened wavefront has 12.8 nm total rms wavefront error, which is mostly errors on the
scale on an individual actuator. Inside the controlled range of spatial frequencies, the
rms wavefront error is 0.54 nm. This is seen more clearly in the lowpass filtered image
(far right).
previous closed-loop tests a 10-mm circular aperture was placed slightly in front of the
MEMS device during flattening. In the most recent tests the physical aperture was
replaced with a software aperture of the same size (9.2 mm in the MEMS plane) to
reduce diffraction from the edge of the physical mask. A ring two actuators wide around
the outside of the aperture is slaved to the final ring of actuators inside the aperture
using a nearest neighbor average. The reason for this is that a discontinuity between
controlled and uncontrolled actuators can produce a ringing ‘edge’ effect during closed-
loop operation. Typically the closed loop is run for between 16-25 iterations with most
of the correction taking place within the first five iterations. The test shown in Fig. 5.2
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was run for 25 iterations with the best flattening occurring at iteration 20. Tip/tilt is
not actively controlled. After a device is partially flattened, tip/tilt is removed optically.
After that, flattening is done with tip/tilt removed numerically. Before running closed
loop, the wavefront had 148.1 nm total rms WFE, and after flattening, the wavefront
had 12.8 nm total rms WFE and only 0.54 nm rms WFE inside the controlled range of
spatial frequencies. This level of performance of the system is quite repeatable. Out-
of-band error is dominated by print through; however, this particular device has similar
amounts of print through and almost twice as much out-of-band WFE as the February
2004 device. Possibly, the additional error is caused by the window. The wavefront
improvement is noticeable in Fig. 5.2. The large structure of the errors in the initial
wavefront have been corrected in the final wavefront (middle image), revealing smaller
structures on the scale of an individual actuator. These small-structure errors fall outside
of the region of controllable errors. By filtering out the high-spatial-frequency errors,
the limitations to closed-loop performance can be better investigated (far right image).
The light and dark actuators slightly to the right and below center are the coupled
actuators previously discussed. They are about 3 nm above and below their neighbors.
The effective aperture has a 9.2-mm diameter with approximately 27 actuators across
yielding a highest controllable spatial frequency of about 13.5 cycles per aperture and
a corresponding control radius in the point spread function of 13.5 λ/D. The cutoff
frequency is apparent in the power spectrum (See Fig. 5.3) at the edge of the dark hole
region. The 27 actuators correspond to an active aperture covering 84% of the MEMS
device. I limit the aperture size to allow for at least 2 rows of slaved actuators around
the active aperture to prevent an edge discontinuity, which introduces error, and to avoid
the outermost row/column of the device, which is not fully covered by the face sheet and
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Figure 5.3: Power spectrum generated from wavefronts taken before and after flatten-
ing.The 27 actuators across the aperture yield a highest controllable spatial frequency
of 13.5 cycles per aperture. The bump at 27 cycles per aperture corresponds to physical
structures on the MEMS at the scale of the individual actuator spacing. As indicated
in Section 5.5 wavefront measurement error is about 0.2 nm rms. If this error were
evenly distributed over measured spatial frequencies error in the power spectrum would
be ∼ 5× 10−6 and small compared to other stable error sources.
typically has less stroke. Aliasing is prevented with a numerical spatial filtering of the
PSDI measurement. A bump in the power spectrum at 27 cycles per aperture indicates
the error introduced by print-through of physical structures on the MEMS device. The
primary effect in the far-field image of this error will be to produce repeating images of
the point spread function (PSF) starting at 27λ/D. In high-contrast imaging, where the
region of interest (ROI) is inside the region of controllable spatial frequencies, MEMS
print through is not a significant error source (see Fig. 6.2). The power spectrum was
generated with a Blackman window to reduce ringing, and has a slightly reduced total
WFE under the curve as a result.
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Figure 5.4: Far-field image simulated from the wavefront measurement shown in Fig.5.2.
Diffraction has been suppressed with a symmetric Blackman apodization for illustrating
the effect of high spatial frequency errors like print-through on the image.
5.5 Limitations to improved performance
Errors in correcting the wavefront can stem from imperfect wavefront measure-
ments, instabilities in the system and the inability of the DM to fit the desired shape. I
summarize these errors in an error budget (see Table 5.1). I have disregarded errors out-
side of the controllable spatial frequencies of the MEMS device. Fortunately, those errors
will primarily scatter light outside of the ROI in corresponding far-field measurements.
I refer to the largest error source as an edge effect. It is measured by comparing
the rms WFE over the full aperture and over a 75% aperture. In previous results, this
error source was > 1 nm due to diffraction from the physical aperture and the distance
between the aperture and the MEMS device. The physical aperture has been replaced
with a software aperture, and the edge effect has been reduced to 0.42 nm. Even with this
reduction, edge effects remain the largest error source. While diffraction and scattered
light from the physical aperture have been removed, other sources remain and introduce
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error into the PSDI measurements. It is particularly difficult to perfectly baﬄe light from
the uncontrolled edges and wires of the MEMS device. A device window contributes to
imperfect baﬄing. A more advanced optical layout with a well-defined pupil or another
type of WFS could reduce this error.
The effect of irregular actuators on closed-loop performance is clear from the
lowpass filtered image (far right of Fig. 5.2). Devices with more irregular actuators
did not flatten as well as this device. The effect of the coupled actuators on flattening
was estimated by comparing the rms WFE over 75% of the aperture to the error over
the same aperture with the area around the irregular actuators removed. This does
not account for any errors caused by the irregular actuators outside of their immediate
vicinity. This technique for estimating error does not work well for no-response actuators
or many irregular actuators within the aperture.
The remaining errors: voltage, stability and measurement are all system depen-
dent. The voltage step size is determined by the number of bits in the electronics split
over the voltage range of the electronics, currently 0 to 200 volts. This voltage step size
is converted to phase using a typical voltage response in the vicinity of the bias voltage.
The response over the small region required to correct most of the device is quite linear,
but if more stroke on the device were to be required, this error could become larger.
Voltage step size could be reduced with higher-resolution drivers, or with a change in
the voltage range. The stability of the device was discussed previously. Measurement
error is inherent to the PSDI system and is calculated by comparing two measurements
taken consecutively. Alignment errors of the input fiber of the PSDI measurement leg
increase measurement error.
The calculated WFE agrees well with the measured WFE indicating that these
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Error Source nm rms
Edge Effects 0.42
Irregular Actuators 0.22
Voltage Step Size 0.18
Stability 0.12
Measurement Error 0.20
Total 0.56
Table 5.1: Error budget for best flattening result. The experimental residual WFE is
0.54 nm rms within controllable spatial frequencies, which corresponds well to the error
budget.
are the limiting errors for improved performance.
5.6 Conclusion
Our testing has demonstrated that MEMS DMs can be controlled at the level
of precision needed for ExAO systems. I have flattened a MEMS DM to 0.54 nm rms
over controllable spatial frequencies and identified the individual contributors to WFE
in an error budget. The largest contribution is from edge effects caused by scattered
light, interpreted as wavefront error by the PSDI. I have characterized the yield and ac-
tuator uniformity, which contribute to better calibration and provide feedback for device
improvements. The most recent device has 99.5% normal actuators, which is a dra-
matic improvement over the early segmented device with 94.1% normal actuators [43].
In particular, the most recent device has no dead actuators within an aperture 27 actu-
ators across, which greatly improves the performance. Overall, the level of closed-loop
performance, without additional improvements, meets the precision and accuracy re-
quirements for a high-contrast, giant-planet imager and demonstrates the feasibility of
MEMS technology for such an instrument.
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Chapter 6
Demonstrating 2× 10−7 Contrast
with a MEMS Deformable Mirror
6.1 Introduction
Imaging extrasolar planets is a technically challenging, but crucial step, in the
study of planet formation and planetary science. Imaging young, Jupiter-like planets still
glowing with the heat of formation will require contrast of between 10−6 and 10−7. High-
contrast imaging requires suppressing diffraction and controlling wavefront errors [27].
In practice, amplitude errors and scattered light make high-contrast imaging even more
challenging.
Laboratory tests investigating the experimental limits to contrast are ongoing
at several institutions. These experiments generally fall into three categories: contrast
measurements without active wavefront control, tests of wavefront control accuracy, and
contrast measurements with active wavefront control. Tests without active wavefront
control are primarily investigating techniques for diffraction suppression. Deformable
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mirrors (DMs) for a high-contrast system will be high order, and thus, wavefront control
experiments generally focus on testing novel DM technology. While the specifications
for active control are set in units of wavefront error (WFE), the metric that ultimately
matters is contrast, making experimental measurements critical.
Tests without active control generally focus on suppressing diffraction. How-
ever, even the small amount of WFE in a carefully designed optical system will limit
performance. At the Laboratory for Adaptive Optics (LAO), I have demonstrated that
better than 10−7 contrast is achievable in a laboratory setting with low WFE (1.5 nm
rms), but that WFE is the primary limitation to improved contrast [26] (see Chapter 4).
Kasdin et. al. [64] have focused on pupil design and manufacturing limitations. They
have identified numerous shaped pupil designs and demonstrated between 10−6 and 10−7
contrast at radii greater than 6 λ/D. Other experimental results have been obtained
by Charborty et. al. [65] where they used a multi-opening gaussian pupil and achieved
contrast of 4× 10−7 at 4.5 λ/D. Contrast in a diffraction-suppressed regime scales with
wavelength squared [27]. Therefore, Charborty et. al.’s results would be closer to 10−6
contrast at wavelengths comparable to Kasdin et. al.
High-contrast instrumentation requires precision wavefront control with many
degrees of freedom, necessitating new DM technology. At the LAO, we have been test-
ing the performance of 1024-actuator micro-electrical-mechanical-systems (MEMS) DMs
made by Boston Micromachines Corporation (BMC) [50]. I have demonstrated flatten-
ing of < 1 nm rms within controllable spatial frequencies [60] (see Chapter 5). The
High Order Testbed (HOT) operated by the European Southern Observatory will also
be testing the BMC DM but is only in its preliminary stages [73]. A modular electro-
ceramic DM developed by Xinetics and tested by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)
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is another possibility for a large-actuator-count DM. There are versions with 1024 and
4096 actuators. The 1024-actuator version has been tested extensively in the High Con-
trast Imaging Testbed (HCIT) at JPL [70], where it is kept in a temperature controlled
vacuum chamber. JPL has achieved angstrom level flatness within controllable spatial
frequencies.
Precision phase control is critical for high-contrast imaging with a DM, but
experimental measurements reveal that it is not sufficient. Extensive contrast measure-
ments, including correction of amplitude errors, have been made at HCIT. The optical
design of HCIT is more complicated than the Extreme adaptive optics (ExAO) testbed
and includes a full Lyot coronagraph. The additional optics make end-to-end WFE on
the order of 10 nm rms [74] for HCIT, while the ExAO testbed has approximately 1.5
nm rms WFE [26]. HCIT finds contrast to be limited by amplitude errors to 10−6 with
phase only correction [74]. To combat amplitude errors, HCIT uses a speckle nulling al-
gorithm to correct phase and amplitude errors affecting a half dark hole region [75]. They
have demonstrated 2× 10−9 contrast with speckle nulling and a Lyot coronagraph [75].
Speckle nulling requires many iterations, which make it quite slow and limit its use-
fulness for stable, space-based applications [76]. Speckle nulling is much too slow for
ground based correction. More recent tests at HCIT, in collaboration with Princeton,
have achieved contrast of 10−8 with a shaped pupil coronagraph [76]. These tests were
limited by ‘quilting’— errors in the wavefront on the order of an individual actuator.
In a well-sampled wavefront measurement, these manifest as a grid pattern. In far-field
measurements, the grid manifests as a repeating pattern at spatial frequencies corre-
sponding to the actuator spacing. The additional PSF features can scatter light into the
dark region of the primary point spread function (PSF). The effect of actuator ripple is
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also seen in MEMS DMs but is not a limiting factor in the 10−7 contrast regime.
In this chapter, I present far-field measurements with a flattened MEMS device.
This experiment builds on earlier work that focused on diffraction suppression [26] and
wavefront control [60]. To facilitate an investigation of contrast limitations inherent to
the MEMS device (such as amplitude errors), no phase errors were added to the system.
The goal of this work was to demonstrate contrast of 10−7 with a MEMS device, similar
to early work with a flat mirror [26]. I demonstrate that MEMS far-field performance
is limited by amplitude errors and scattered light. The effect of irregular actuators on
MEMS flattening has been discussed [60]. In Section 6.3.3, I demonstrate the effect of
irregular actuators on contrast measurements.
6.2 Experimental method
The ExAO testbed is uniquely suited to high-contrast experiments. Contrast
can be measured directly in imaging mode. The testbed can also operate in interfer-
ometry or phase shifting diffraction interferometer (PSDI) mode. The interferometry
mode is used for optical metrology and closed-loop operations. A 1024-actuator MEMS
DM [50] was installed and closed-loop performance was characterized with the PSDI as
the wavefront sensor (WFS) [60]. The precision wavefront correction of < 1 nm over
controllable spatial frequencies should yield excellent contrast.
A description of interferometry mode and closed-loop operations can be found
in Chapters 3 and 5. Closed-loop wavefront data presented in prior works [60, 61] were
obtained with a windowed device. The data presented here were obtained without a
window because the window was found to introduce ghost images, which reduced contrast
by a small but not negligible amount of 1 × 10−7. The MEMS device used can be
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Figure 6.1: Simplified schematic of the ExAO testbed. The testbed has two modes of
operation: imaging and phase shifting diffraction interferometry. The fold mirror in the
system can be replaced with a deformable mirror for active wavefront control. The far-
field camera is set 15 mm behind the focal plane, so a focal plane mask can be used to
block light from the core of the point spread function and prevent CCD saturation.
consistently flattened to ∼ 0.6 nm rms phase within controllable spatial frequencies.
A description of imaging mode can be found in Chapters 3 and 4. Far-field
imaging with a MEMS device is more difficult than with a flat mirror because additional
light is scattered in the focal plane. Extra care must be taken in aligning the focal plane
mask (see Fig. 6.1). An experiment to quantify scattered light for the flat mirror case is
presented in Section 6.3.2, and far-field simulations from measured wavefronts with the
MEMS device place an upper limit on scattered light in far-field images with the MEMS.
6.3 Results and limitations
In this experiment, the MEMS was flattened to 0.54 nm rms within controllable
spatial frequencies over a 10 mm aperture in the pupil plane (9.2 mm projected into the
MEMS plane). This in-band WFE is slightly better than the in-band WFE of the flat
mirror [26] and I expected slightly improved contrast over the narrow dark hole region.
I reported 6.5× 10−8 azimuthally averaged over 8 degrees from 10-25 λ/D with the flat
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mirror (see Chapter 4). This larger region, however, is not available with the MEMS
mirror. The region of interest (ROI) for the MEMS device is limited by the number of
actuators across the aperture and increased scattered light at the focal plane mask. Over
the more comparable region of 7-13.5 λ/D over 4 degrees, the flat mirror has a contrast
of 1.5 × 10−7. The MEMS DM has a contrast of 7.6 × 10−7 with a spatial intensity
variation (i.e. the standard deviation in the ROI) of 7.6× 10−7 from 6-13.5 λ/D over 4
degrees. This is worse than the flat mirror. The edges of the dark hole with the MEMS
are contaminated by scattered light (inner edge) and high-order errors (outer edge), but
even over the much smaller region of 8-11 λ/D, the MEMS contrast is 2.0 × 10−7 with
a spatial intensity variation of 7.5 × 10−8. The comparison is more obvious in radially
Figure 6.2: Radial average of far-field images taken with the flat mirror and with the
MEMS. The dotted line is a composite of the core of the MEMS images. A simulated
radial average far field was also generated from the measured phase. The error in contrast
measurements can be estimated by intensity behind the focal plane mask, ∼ 5 × 10−8.
Measurement error is higher in the case of the MEMS because shorter integration times
are added to generate an image with the exposure time needed for dynamic range.
averaged lineouts from the flat mirror far field and the MEMS DM far field (shown in
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Fig. 6.2). Contrast is comparable between the flat and the MEMS over the dark hole
region, but simulations predict the MEMS data should be better. Contrast, in the case
of the flat mirror, is limited by phase errors [26], but a far-field simulation using the
phase measured from the flattened MEMS DM indicates that phase is not the limiting
factor for MEMS contrast (See Fig. 6.2 blue line). The average contrast from 8-11 λ/D
over 4 degrees of the simulation with measured phase is 1.2 × 10−7, as I would expect
given the improved wavefront quality.
The HCIT at JPL has already identified amplitude errors as a limiting factor
to contrast in their system [77], making amplitude errors a logical error source in our
system as well. The PSDI measures both phase and amplitude; both can be used for more
accurate simulations of far-field performance. In Fig. 6.3, a combination of phase and
Figure 6.3: Radial average of experimental and simulated far-field images with the
MEMS mirror. The black line is experimental MEMS data; the green line is a sim-
ulation using measured amplitude and phase; the blue line is a simulation with only
phase, and the red line is a simulation with only amplitude. Contrast is limited with the
MEMS device by amplitude errors. The amplitude errors are overestimated by the PSDI
measurements. The most likely source of error in measuring amplitude is the reference
pinhole, which is a non-common path item between the wavefront measurement and the
far-field measurements.
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amplitude have been used to simulate far-field performance. The blue line is a simulation
using only phase as in Fig. 6.2. The red line is a simulation using the measured amplitude
errors, but assuming no phase errors. The green line is a simulation using both measured
phase and measured amplitude. Not unexpectedly, the best match to the experimental
result (black line) is the simulation with both phase and amplitude. Amplitude errors
are a limiting factor in contrast for the MEMS case. The simulations also indicate that
amplitude errors are overestimated by the PSDI. The most likely source of this error is
the reference pinhole of the PSDI. The pinhole is non-common path between wavefront
measurements and far-field measurements. The 3 µm pinhole does not reflect light,
and the substrate in which the pinhole is mounted will contribute to errors through
surface roughness. The combination of phase and amplitude measurements can still be
used to predict far-field performance but are not a substitute for experimental results.
The simulations also indicate that light from the core is scattering off the focal plane
mask reducing contrast in the experiment from 6-8 λ/D, and that region should not be
included in average values of contrast, making the average contrast from 8-11 λ/D of
2.0× 10−7 a more accurate representation of performance.
6.3.1 Amplitude errors
Amplitude errors can be measured directly in PSDI wavefront data and while
errors may be slightly overestimated because of the reference pinhole, they remain a good
metric for real errors. Amplitude errors can be caused by non-uniform pupil illumination,
non-uniform reflectivity of the MEMS and out-of-plane phase errors. Spatial frequency
information allows types of amplitude errors to be identified. An azimuthally averaged
power spectrum comparing the amplitude with the MEMS DM and the flat mirror reveal
systematic amplitude errors that are low frequency, while the MEMS primarily introduces
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errors at the spatial frequency of individual actuators (See Fig. 6.4).
Figure 6.4: Radial average power spectrum of amplitude measurements with the flat-
tened MEMS DM and the flat mirror. The amplitude measurement is normalized to
one before the power spectrum is calculated. Most systematic amplitude errors are low
order and likely caused by pupil illumination. The MEMS also introduces some ampli-
tude error across all spatial frequencies. These errors are likely caused by variations in
reflectivity. Amplitude errors are also introduced at the actuator spacing (corresponding
to 27 cycles/aperture) by physical MEMS structures.
System amplitude errors are dominated by non-uniform pupil illumination (er-
rors with a spatial frequency of < 5 cycles per aperture). For flat mirror measurements
taken during the MEMS tests presented here and in the MEMS data, this error is about
2%. This level of error is consistent with measurements of illumination amplitude errors
by JPL at HCIT [77]. Earlier flat measurements [26] had amplitude illumination errors
of only 0.8% indicating that careful alignment of the input fiber and the pupil can reduce
this error source in future MEMS measurements.
Amplitude measurements with the MEMS have an additional error of 2.6% at
the spatial frequency of the actuator spacing, bringing the total error to 4%. It is likely
that some real amplitude error is introduced by the MEMS ripple (‘quilting’), but phase
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errors also introduced at this spatial frequency can contribute to amplitude errors in
the pupil because the pupil and the MEMS are not conjugate. PSDI measurements in
the MEMS and pupil planes indicate that over the short distance between them there
is little amplitude and phase mixing, but this could become a more serious concern if
additional aberrations are introduced. Placing the MEMS at a pupil conjugate, or using
a device with less ripple, could reduce this error source.
Amplitude errors in the MEMS data from 8-11 cycles per aperture (the ROI)
are 0.2%.
6.3.2 Scattered light
A practical challenge in high-contrast imaging is scattered light. In the ExAO
system, there is only one focal plane. The imaging camera is placed 15 mm behind the
focal plane, and a mask allows the region where diffraction is suppressed by the prolate
pupil to pass, while the core of the image, which can saturate the CCD, is blocked. A
typical experimental image with the focal plane mask and the ROI labeled is shown in
Fig. 6.5. The wedge shaped mask is made from shim stock covered with reflective mylar
on the side facing the incoming beam. The inside corner of the wedge is covered with
either a mirror or a straight piece of mylar. The mask is aligned to send light from
the PSF core out of the system. Light still scatters off of the focal plane mask into the
image. This effect is minimized by choosing a ROI which avoids the edges of the mask,
thereby limiting the inner working distance (IWD). The effect of scattered light can be
quantified by examining the difference between two far-field images with the focal plane
mask slightly shifted in the second image. This test was done with the flat mirror. As
expected, most of the scattered light is in the corner of the focal plane mask where the
core is the brightest. I estimate the effect of scattered light to be about 15%. Moving
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out to the 8 λ/D range where the ROI usually starts, the effect is reduced to 1%, which
is significantly less than the measurement noise as defined by standard deviation over
the region in an un-differenced image. Along the edges of the focal plane mask the effect
is between 1 and 4%. The most important region to consider is along an 8 degree radial
average from 8-15 λ/D, which is our typical ROI in these experiments. The variation in
this region is 1% indicating that while scattered light in the focal plane is a significant
problem in certain regions, it is not a problem over the typical ROI. Changes in the
layout of the ExAO testbed will allow for improved focal plane masking, which could
make these experiments easier and potentially improve the IWD. Contrast in the ROI
will probably not improve with this change.
Figure 6.5: Experimental far-field image with focal plane mask. Light from the cen-
tral core is mostly blocked by the focal plane mask but some light is scattered off the
edges.‘Quilting’ errors on the surface of the MEMS produce a repeating pattern at spa-
tial frequencies which correspond to the actuator spacing. The red box indicates the
8-11 λ/D ROI.
The less uniform surface of the MEMS scatters more light than the flat mirror,
however most of it can still be baﬄed. In general, focal plane masking is the same as
in the flat mirror case. However, increased light on the edges of the focal plane mask
increases the intensity of scattered light and reduces the ROI from 8 degrees (typically
used with the flat mirror) to 4 degrees. Additional light from the core is also scattered
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in the MEMS case and contaminates contrast from 6-8 λ/D (See Fig. 6.2 and Fig. 6.5).
In the flat mirror case, this region is limited by WFE. Comparison between MEMS data
and flat mirror data (without the ripple) suggests that in the 10−7 contrast regime,
scattered light from actuator ripple (or ‘quilting’) is not a limiting factor. A different
shaped pupil with a wider dark region in the PSF or a more traditional coronagraph will
make contrast measurements with the MEMS easier.
6.3.3 Irregular actuators
Irregular actuators limit performance because they do not have a typical volt-
age response (see section 3.4). I have identified three types of irregular actuators: no-
response, low-response and coupled. Low-response actuators are often controlled only by
moving neighboring actuators. We identify this type of irregular actuator as ‘floating’.
Irregular actuators introduce WFE during closed-loop operation [60], which in turn, lim-
its contrast. No-response actuators are a particular problem because they scatter light
over all spatial frequencies, including the frequencies in the dark hole region. To investi-
gate the effect of irregular actuators on contrast, flattened wavefronts were modified to
imitate extra irregular actuators. A floating actuator is simulated by setting an actua-
tor to 20 nm below its ideal flattened position, while a simulated no-response actuator
is set to 0 volts leaving the rest of the device in its original position. New wavefront
measurements are taken and far-field images are simulated from the measured phase and
amplitude. When diffraction is suppressed with a prolate shaped pupil, the position of
the irregular actuator can vary the effect on contrast, but with a symmetric apodization
this is not a problem. A floating actuator removed from its flattened position by 20 nm
causes a reduction in contrast over the ROI of 5× 10−7. A no-response (or dead) actua-
tor is much more serious, reducing contrast by over two orders of magnitude. Simulated
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Figure 6.6: Radial average of simulated far-field images showing loss of contrast with
additional irregular actuators. A typical flattened wavefront is modified to have either
an extra floating actuator 20 nm below its flattened position or one normal actuator is
set to 0 volts to simulate a no-response actuator. Then a far-field image is simulated
from the wavefront.
far-field measurements are azimuthally averaged over 4 degrees for the case of a normal
flattened wavefront, one additional floating actuator and one no-response actuator, and
the results are shown in Fig. 6.6. The floating actuator produces error primarily in the
region of controllable spatial frequencies, while the no-response actuator scatters light
over a much broader range. The dramatic effect of the no-response actuator is obvious
in the simulated far-field image of Fig. 6.7. Here, the top image was simulated with
a normal wavefront, and the bottom image was simulated with an added no-response
actuator. The no-response actuator clearly obscures the dark hole region with scattered
light.
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Figure 6.7: Top image is a far-field image simulated from a wavefront measurement with
the prolate pupil in place. (The x-pattern is characteristic of a single opening prolate
pupil.) Below, the far-field image was simulated with the same wavefront modified to
have a dead actuator within the aperture. Scattered light from a single dead actuator
dramatically reduces contrast. Both images are plotted on the same linear scale.
6.4 Conclusion
I have demonstrated 2.0 × 10−7 contrast over a small, well-defined region in
the far-field generated with a flattened MEMS (phase only correction) using a prolate
shaped pupil for diffraction suppression. I have previously demonstrated contrast limi-
tations with a flat mirror [26] and precision flattening of a MEMS DM [60]. Flat mirror
experiments focused on suppressing diffraction, while earlier MEMS experiments focused
on reducing WFE. In this experiment my expertise in these two areas was critical to high-
contrast performance but not sufficient. Comparison to previous contrast measurements
with a flat mirror indicates MEMS performance is similar to flat mirror performance
despite slightly improved WFE. Improved contrast requires a reduction of amplitude
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errors through more careful optical design or active control. In addition, the ROI in
MEMS measurements is limited by scattered light.
These results were taken with the MEMS flattened but without the introduction
of model atmospheric phase aberrations. The simpler layout of this experiment allowed
us to investigate the error sources inherent to the MEMS that limit contrast. Next
steps include better focal plane masking, amplitude correction and the introduction of
Kolmogorov phase screens. Additional wavefront errors will likely introduce unrealistic
amplitude errors making MEMS far-field performance more difficult to quantify. These
preliminary far-field experiments indicate that amplitude errors from phase screens must
be well characterized to understand performance limitations.
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Chapter 7
Correcting atmosphere-like
aberrations
7.1 Introduction
Building an extrasolar planet imager is technically challenging, as it requires
contrasts that are nearly two orders of magnitude better than current instrumentation.
Experimental, proof-of-concept work is critical to the success of the instrument design
and implementation. I have demonstrated that the Extreme Adaptive Optics (ExAO)
testbed can operate in the necessary high-contrast regime for proof-of-concept tests and
demonstrated the feasibility of the novel micro-electrical-mechanical-systems (MEMS)
deformable mirror (DM) technology. These tests were performed with a simple optical
layout that allowed fundamental exploration of contrast limits, but did not resemble a
realistic instrument layout. The most obvious discrepancy in the initial tests is the lack
of additional optical aberrations.
Micro-electrical-mechanical-systems DMs have been used in more realistic adap-
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tive optic (AO) systems to correct atmospheric distortion as well as aberrations intro-
duced by the human eye. In these cases, the MEMS DMs performed comparably to more
traditional DM technology [78, 67], but not as well as the precision flattening that was
demonstrated on the ExAO testbed. Several AO systems for vision science research are
using 140-actuator MEMS DMs, but these systems are generally limited to 0.1 µm rms
over all spatial frequencies [79, 67]. In a different application a 1024-actuator segmented
MEMS device was tested in a horizontal path application, and it achieved Strehl ratios
of > 0.5 at a wavelength of 1.5 µm. On the ExAO testbed, I have demonstrated wave-
front correction of < 1 nm rms within controllable spatial frequencies (< 10 nm rms
total wavefront error). This test was done without additional aberrations, which were
included in the experiments mentioned above. Any practical AO system will have to
correct more wavefront error than exists on the ExAO testbed, which makes it critical
to understand how the error budget for flattening applies to the more realistic case.
Will known error sources increase when additional aberrations are introduced,
or will new error sources limit residual wavefront error (WFE)? In this chapter, I present
preliminary experiments with a Kolmogorov phase screen which introduces atmospheric
aberrations to the ExAO system. I investigate the limits to wavefront control with this
additional aberration and present simulated far-field results.
7.2 Experimental method
The layout of the ExAO testbed has been described thoroughly in previous
chapters (see Chapters 3, 4 and 5). The layout of both modes of the testbed is shown in
Fig. 7.1. For the tests described here, a Kolmogorov phase screen is placed approximately
200 mm in front of the MEMS device (see Fig. 7.2).
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Figure 7.1: Simplified schematic of the ExAO testbed. The testbed has two modes of
operation: imaging and phase shifting diffraction interferometry. The fold mirror in the
system can be replaced with a DM for active wavefront control. A Kolmogorov-like phase
plate is introduced before the aperture to provide additional aberrations for correction.
Closed-loop operations were described in Chapter 5. Operation with additional
aberration functions in much the same way. The phase shifting diffraction interferometer
(PSDI) is used as the wavefront sensor (WFS). The voltage response of each actuator
(or the average of 4 actuators) is calculated without the phase plate. Alignment between
the PSDI and the MEMS is calibrated with the plate in place, after a partial correction
of WFE by the MEMS. Misalignment of the phase plate will introduce errors to the
calibration, but re-calibrating after partial correction can eliminate these errors.
The system can also be operated in far-field imaging mode to directly measure
contrast (see Chapters 3 and 4). Fig. 7.2 is an unfolded layout of imaging mode showing
the position of the phase plate, the pupil and the MEMS. The beam is slowly converging
thus minimizing the effects introduced because of the plate. The pupil and MEMS are
not conjugate. Phase and amplitude mixing could be introduced by the separation, and
that error still needs to be investigated.
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Figure 7.2: An unfolded layout of imaging mode showing the separation between the
phase plate, the pupil and the MEMS.
Several types of phase plates have been specified and manufactured for the
ExAO testbed. The plate used in this experiment is composed of two tooled Lexan
plates sandwiching a near index matching resin. This plate is designed to produce
WFE with Kolmogorov statistics with a wide range of spatial frequency content. The
design was tested to ensure that the MEMS had the stroke to correct the WFE within
controllable spatial frequencies. The measured phase and amplitude of the plate is shown
in Fig. 7.3. The plate introduces approximately 87 nm rms total WFE. Unfortunately,
it also introduces nearly 18% amplitude variation, which makes far-field imaging quite
difficult (see Section 7.4).
Figure 7.3: Measured phase (left) and amplitude (right) of the phase plate with MEMS
errors subtracted. The plate introduces about 87 nm rms wavefront error and approxi-
mately 18% amplitude errors.
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7.3 Closed-loop performance
-500 0 500 -100 0 100 -20 0 20
Figure 7.4: Left: Wavefront with Kolmogorov phase screen before closed loop is run
with 119.6 nm rms WFE. Middle: Wavefront after closed loop is run; higher order errors
from plate and MEMS dominate (13.3 nm rms). Right: Low pass filtered wavefront
after closed loop. Wavefront appears to have similar error to closed loop without the
phase plate, however magnitude of error is higher. The WFE over controllable spatial
frequencies is 2.0 nm rms compared to the 0.5 nm rms of the MEMS alone.
The wavefronts from closed-loop operation with the phase plate are shown in
Fig. 7.4. The large-structure errors in the uncorrected image (Left image Fig. 7.4) are
dominated by the Kolmogorov phase plate. After correction, MEMS errors on the scale
of an individual actuator are visible, but high order errors (errors with spatial frequencies
outside of controllable spatial frequencies) are primarily introduced by the phase plate.
When the corrected image is lowpass filtered to show only controllable spatial frequencies,
the wavefront appears quite similar to corrected MEMS wavefronts without the phase
plate and suggests that irregular actuators are a source of WFE.
Closed-loop performance is quantified by rms WFE. The in-band rms WFEs
are calculated by first lowpass filtering the wavefront (right image of Fig. 7.4), and
then calculating the standard deviation over the aperture. The WFEs for closed-loop
performance with and without the phase plate are presented in Table 7.1. Despite a
similar appearance, the corrected in-band WFE with the phase plate is four times that
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Wavefront total nm rms in-band nm rms
MEMS uncorrected 94.7 93.0
MEMS corrected 5.4 0.5
Phase plate and MEMS uncorrected 119.6 116.3
Phase plate and MEMS corrected 13.3 2.0
Table 7.1: Summary of corrected and uncorrected WFE for closed-loop performance
with and without the phase plate.
Error Source nm rms
Edge Effects 1.0
Irregular Actuators 1.1
Voltage Step Size 0.18
Stability 0.13
Measurement Error 0.20
Out-of-band leakage 1.2
Total 1.9
Table 7.2: Error budget for flattening with phase plate. The experimental residual WFE
is 2.0 nm rms within controllable spatial frequencies.
of the error without the plate.
As in the data for the MEMS alone, the individual contributors to WFE with
the phase plate can be summarized in an error budget, and most of the sources remain the
same. Edge errors and errors introduced by irregular actuators are significantly increased
by the phase plate. With the MEMS alone, irregular actuators account for 0.22 nm rms
WFE, whereas in the phase plate case, this error is over 1 nm and the second largest error
source. It should be noted that the irregular actuator visible in the right-hand wavefront
of Fig. 7.4 is not the same as the irregular actuator that dominates the wavefront of
the MEMS flattened alone. It is possible to align the phase plate to reduce the effect
of irregular actuators, although that does not produce a realistic measurement of AO
system performance.
Stability and measurement error remain the same as in the MEMS alone case.
The error due to the voltage step size also remains the same. This error is calculated
by converting the smallest voltage step size of 0.025 volts to phase, using the average
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voltage calibration near the bias voltage of 110 volts. The histogram of Fig. 7.5 indicates
that, as in the MEMS-alone case, when correcting the phase plate, most of the actuators
remain near the bias voltage. A voltage step size error of 0.18 nm rms is still accurate.
Figure 7.5: A histogram of final voltages when correcting the MEMS alone, and for
correcting the phase plate. In either case, the majority of actuators remain close to the
bias voltage of 110 volts.
The error sources for closed-loop operation without the phase plate only account
for about 1.5 nm rms of the error with the phase plate indicating that a new error source
must be considered when additional aberrations are introduced. Examination of the
power spectrum of the final wavefront (see Fig. 7.6) reveals that a major source of error
occurs at spatial frequencies just inside the region of controllable spatial frequencies. This
error suggests that out-of-band errors are ‘leaking’ into controllable spatial frequencies,
possibly by an incorrect estimation of in band-errors. During closed-loop operation,
MEMS commands are calculated after numerically lowpass filtering PSDI wavefront
data with a hard-edged square aperture to prevent aliasing. The same technique is used
to calculate in-band rms WFE after tests. WFE can also be estimated by a summation
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of the power spectrum over specific spatial frequencies. Calculations of this type are
largely consistent with the rms errors calculated with the lowpass filter, but suggest that
errors could be introduced by filtering, particularly in cases of large uncorrectable WFEs.
Further investigation is needed to characterize and reduce out of band leakage errors,
which would also eliminate uncertainties about rms error calculations. Disregarding the
out of band leakage (effectively reducing the size of the dark hole region) the corrected
wavefront has about 1 nm rms WFE.
Figure 7.6: Power spectrum of before and after wavefronts with the phase plate. Before
correction wavefront error is distributed across all spatial frequencies, but after correction
a dark hole of approximately 1 nm rms has been achieved. The edge of the dark hole
between 11 and 13.5 cycles/aperture is contaminated by higher order errors outside of
controllable spatial frequencies.
7.4 Simulated far-field performance
Direct far-field measurements after wavefront correction of the phase plate
proved difficult. The dark hole region is obscured by speckles unaccounted for in simu-
lations from phase measurements. As in contrast measurements with the MEMS alone,
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contrast measurements with the phase plate are limited by amplitude errors. While
these errors are not large with the MEMS, the phase plates introduce amplitude errors
on the order of 20%, thus significantly decreasing contrast. Because of the difficulty in
directly measuring contrast, I have used simulations to investigate contrast limits with
the phase plate. Previous comparisons of experimental far-field measurements to sim-
ulation indicate that simulations from both measured phase and measured amplitude
are accurate indicators of experimental far-field performance (see Chapter 6). Figure
7.7 illustrates the effect of phase errors and amplitude errors, and the necessity of sup-
pressing diffraction in high-contrast measurements. These images were simulated with
a prolate shaped pupil. The image on the left is from measured phase before correction.
The characteristic x-pattern of the prolate pupil is barely visible, and there is very little
concentration of light in the core of the point spread function (PSF). The middle image
is a simulation after correction with the phase measurement only. The red box indicates
the edge of controllable spatial frequencies, the dark hole region. In the simulation with
phase only, wavefront correction is clear throughout the red box, but high contrast is
achieved only over the triangular regions where diffraction is suppressed by the prolate
shaped pupil. The right image is a simulation using measured amplitude and phase.
Diffraction is still suppressed, but the corrected dark hole region is much less obvious.
This is the simulation which most accurately represents what experimental far-field data
would look like. The scale of all three images is the same. Figure 7.8 provides a more
quantitative illustration of far-field performance. The three simulations from Fig. 7.7
are azimuthally averaged over 4 degrees, and plotted versus radius. In the blue line, the
far-field image before wavefront correction shows no dark hole region and a contrast of
approximately 10−3. After wavefront correction, a simulation from measured phase ex-
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Figure 7.7: Simulated far-field images using a prolate shaped pupil for diffraction sup-
pression. Left: Simulation from uncorrected wavefront phase. Middle: Simulation from
corrected wavefront phase. Right: Simulation from corrected wavefront amplitude and
phase. The red box indicates the ‘dark hole’ region over controllable spatial frequencies.
hibits a defined dark hole region. The outer edge of the dark hole is contaminated by out
of band leakage as discussed in Section 7.3, but contrast of 10−6 is still achieved. When
amplitude errors are included, the dark hole is more obscured and contrast is reduced
to at least 10−5. While performance is slightly better at small angles in the simulation,
this cannot be measured using the current experimental set up due to scattered light
near the core.
7.5 Conclusions
The inclusion of additional wavefront aberrations is critical to understanding
realistic AO system performance. Introducing Kolmogorov phase screens increases the
residual WFE introduced by irregular MEMS actuators, but the largest error source is
a new measurement error in the PSDI which is produced by large out of band errors.
WFE is reduced from 119 nm rms to 2 nm rms over controllable spatial frequencies.
The residual error is reduced to 1 nm if out-of-band leakage is disregarded— effectively
reducing the size of the dark hole region. Unfortunately, the phase plates also introduce
significant amplitude errors, which simulations indicate will limit contrast measurements
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Figure 7.8: Radial average of far-field images simulated with measured phase before and
after wavefront correction and measured phase and amplitude after correction.
to no better than 10−5. The amplitude errors of the phase plates are unphysical and
do not indicate a real system limitation. However, amplitude errors must be reduced to
allow realistic future tests of instrument components.
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